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Utah’s wage gap between men
and women largest in nation
By DAN SMITH
news senior writer

Utah’s wage gap between men
and women is the highest in the U.S.,
which can be paralleled with recent
gender-related tenure data found by
USU’s Center for Women in Gender,
said FCHD Professor Ann Berghout
Austin, the center’s director.
“We’ve suspected for a long time
that Utah State University probably
does not have the number of women
faculty members in the tenured and
tenure-tracks,comparable to our sister
institutions,” Austin said.
The center found that the proportion of women faculty at USU that are
tenured or tenure-track has gradually
risen to 32 percent in 2011, a 2 percent increase from 2006, Austin said.
Austin said there is a comparison
group of “peer institutions” – other
western land-grant universities
– consisting of schools such as New
Mexico State University, University
of Arizona, Colorado State University
and University of Alaska.
The Center for Women in
Gender, in conjunction with the
Office of Analysis, Assessment and
Accreditation, began comparing

USU’s numbers with these peer institutions and found that the percentage
of tenured and tenure-track women
faculty ranges from 32 percent to
41 percent, with an average of 38
percent. USU is at the bottom of that
range.
“My ultimate goal is to raise
awareness among the faculty,” Austin
said, “to the point that the sensitivity
that the faculty are developing continues and increases where it needs to
increase with regard to the hiring and
the tenuring of diverse faculty.”
On a yearly basis, Austin said,
data are made available regarding the
highest-paid employees of the university. She said one of the questions she
would like to address is why women
are not often seen in those data sets.
She added that usually high-paid faculty work in central administration.
One of the things she finds disheartening is that USU’s nationally
recognized College of Education does
not pay its dean enough to put her on
the list of top-paid USU faculty members, she said.
Utah’s Gender Wage Gap
“In Utah, on average, a woman

working full time is paid $31,186 per
year, while a man working full time is
paid $45,800 per year,” according to
a recently released data report aggregated by the National Partnership for
Women and Families (NPWF).
The report states that this disparity creates a wage gap of almost
$15,000 between men and women
who work full-time, thus causing an
almost $5 billion loss per year among
families of working women in Utah.
Jenny Walker, 23, a single, working mother of a 2-year-old son, said
she will attend USU in the fall and
plans to major in education. She said
her first choice was law enforcement,
but she felt education was a safer and
more stable career for a single mother.
“I don’t think it’s really too
concerning for me,” Walker said,
“because I’m a very assertive and
aggressive woman; and I would
demand equal pay as my male colleagues, especially if you have something like a master’s (degree).”
Leslie Moon, a 2009 BYU graduate
and Cache Valley resident, said she
believes Utah culture has a lot to do
with women’s wages. She said when

- See SALARY, page 4

MEN IN UTAH EARN about $14,000 more per year than women. ANI
MIRZAKHANYAN photo illustration
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Common Hour changes,
limited to one day a week
By BENJAMIN WOOD
editor in chief

THE LOGAN ISLAMIC CENTER is the gathering place for locals of the Islam faith. USU students of the Islamic
faith and those in other religions expressed their acceptance of the faith after the many national and international conflicts that have occurred. ANI AGHABABYAN photo

Students reject ‘Islamophobia’
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

Allia Abu-Ramaileh strolls down a campus sidewalk
wearing a soft, hooded scarf, an Aggie Ice Cream in hand,
and receives both smiles and prolonged stares. Three years
have passed since she decided to further indicate her devotion to Islam standards of modesty by donning a scarf
designed to cover her hair. She now serves as the president
of the Middle East Club.
“Just embracing it, while being a minority, is something I enjoy,” she said about being Muslim in a region
where most of her peers are Christian.
Over the years, fundamentalist Islam terrorist organizations have twisted their standards of belief, which has
given Abu-Ramaileh a way to become close to her god, she
said.
The majority of students interviewed on campus rejected
the thought that “Islamophobia” – a term largely used by
the national media to describe a pervasive fear or hatred of
the Islam faith – exists at USU.
Recently, this issue has threatened to further lengthen
its stride across the U.S. On March 28, three suicide
bombers killed 20 United Nations workers in an uneasy
province in southeastern Afghanistan, with the Taliban
claiming responsibility for the assault. Thousands of other
Muslims crashed the surrounding streets at the same
time.
The violence and protests came in retaliation of Pastor
Terry Jones and his Florida-based Dove Outreach Center
Christian congregation burning several Qurans in the

Inside This Issue

belief that the Islamic scripture “promotes terrorism.”
On the eve of Sept. 11 last fall, Jones promised to
restrain from protesting after several members of U.S.
President Barack Obama’s cabinet, including Secretary of
State Hilary Clinton, made personal requests through the
airwaves and even by personal phone call, pleading for the
pastor not to do so.
It is the latest in a series of horrific events related
to radical, fundamentalist Islam terrorist organizations which have occurred since the turn of the century.
These occasions include the destruction of the World
Trade Centers in New York, Sept. 11, 2001; the resulting
U.S. combat which has ensued first in Iraq and then in
Afghanistan; the four July 7, 2005, suicide bombings along
the London transport system and the protest-laden saga
last summer involving the construction of the Islam-based
Park51 recreation center two blocks from Ground Zero.
Such occasions remain poignantly and painfully fresh in
many lives of individuals both American and across the
world. Recent events have continued to perpetuate a putrefaction of what the national and local media and others
describe as “Islamophobia,” a hatred or fear of Muslims
and their politics and culture.
Yet a variety of students interviewed on campus
refused to pin such tragedies upon the Islam faith as a
whole.
While three individuals admitted that they may have a
more negative or fearful perception of Muslims following
the retaliation in Afghanistan, all of the 14 non-Muslim

- See PHOBIA, page 3
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A revised version of Common Hour
was presented Monday to members
of the USU faculty senate. In its latest
form, Common Hour would be held on
Wednesdays from 11:30 a.m. to 12:45
p.m.
Jo Olsen, a former member of USU
student government, was involved in the
initial planning of Common Hour and
presented the recent changes. Common
Hour was previously planned to take
place on Tuesdays and Thursdays but
was revised due to scheduling conflicts
with hundreds of university courses.
The new system, Olsen said, drastically
reduces the number of courses that
would require complete displacement.
“There are fewer than 20 classes that
wouldn’t be accommodated,” Olsen said.
As explained by Olsen, this would
be achieved by converting those classes
held Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at 11:30 a.m. into a twice-weekly, 90minute format. All classes occurring
after 12:30 p.m. on those days would be
“rolled” back 30 minutes to begin on the
hour.
“Implementing the roll helps with not
having to move as many classes,” Olsen
said.
When Common Hour was first
announced, students and faculty
expressed concern about their courses
being moved from the afternoon hours
to either early morning or late afternoon
slots. With the revision, Olsen said this
scenario is avoided.
“Students won’t be taking a course at
7:30 (a.m.) that wasn’t already taught at
7:30,” Olsen said.
Paul Jakus, chair of the department
head executive council, said the changes
were made to avoid relocating the large
number of classes affected by the original proposition.
“You’re pushing the entire academic

USU softball
wins first double-digit victory over the
Utes since
1976.
Page 8

schedule into late in the day,” Jakus said
of the previous Common Hour format.
Jakus said there are classes that don’t
lend themselves to a 90-minute length
that will need relocation, but the majority should be able to adapt to the twiceweekly format.
“I teach a class that could easily be
done in 50 minutes or an hour and 15,”
Jakus said.
During the senate meeting, a question was raised regarding those courses
that would still require relocation. USU
Registrar John Mortensen said most
of the courses in question have unique
schedules and will need individual
adjustment.
“Most of them are classes that
don’t occur during regular bell time,”
Mortensen said.
Discussion on the revisions was brief
during the senate meeting. Some ques-

- See WEDNESDAY, page 3

Proposed Common
Hour adjustments
• 100 total classes taught on MWF
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. would
be offered on MF from 11:30 a.m. to
12:45 p.m.
• 400 total afternoon classes on
MWF would start on the hour,
rather than the half-hour
• 54 classes exempted from the
Common Hour are those more than
90 minutes in length that use specialty rooms or those more than 3
hours in length
• Fewer than 20 classes would not
be accommodated by the above
implementation plan.
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Check out Big Blue’s Best
Calendar, the best master
calendar on campus. Send
something in ... let people
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Suspect in mall bombing apprehended

ClarifyCorrect
An article that ran April 25 stated
that a meeting would be held for the
Great Work Great Career class on
April 29. The meeting will be held
Wednesday, April 27, in BUS 211 at
7:30 p.m.

Nat’lBriefs
Dozens detained in
Syria after deadly raid
BEIRUT (AP) – A Syrian human
rights group says dozens have been
detained across the country, a day
after the army’s deadly raid on a
southern city at the center of the
uprising against President Bashar
Assad.
The Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights says the arrests
occurred early Tuesday in several
Damascus suburbs and in a northern
coastal city of Jableh. SOHR’s chief
Rami Abdul-Rahman didn’t provide a
precise figure.
The arrests follow Monday’s raids
on Daraa, where the uprising started
last month. At least 11 died there
Monday. The raids reflect the regime’s
effort to impose military control on
the centers of the protests.

BOULDER, Colo. (AP) – A man suspected of leaving a homemade bomb at
a Colorado shopping mall was captured
without a fight outside a grocery store
some 30 miles away Tuesday following a nationwide alert in which the FBI
warned he should be considered armed
and dangerous.
Federal and local officials allege
65-year-old Earl Albert Moore planted
a pipe bomb and propane tanks in
the Southwest Plaza Mall in the south
Denver suburbs last week. The explosives were found April 20 after a fire in a
hallway at the mall’s food court, but they
didn’t detonate.
The discovery – on the 12th anniversary of the Columbine shootings just two
miles away – initially raised concerns
about whether it was connected to the
school attack because they both occurred
around the same time of day and
because a pipe bomb and propane tanks
were also found at Columbine, where
teenage gunmen killed 12 students and
a teacher. But authorities now say the
bomb had nothing do with Columbine.
FBI agents have said they have found

a motive, but they refused to reveal it
Tuesday.
Police arrested Moore after a shopper
spotted him having a cup of coffee in a
Starbucks inside a King Soopers grocery
store in Boulder. Authorities said he
was unarmed and officers didn’t have to

AFTER BEING SUSPECTED OF
LEAVING a pipe bomb and two propane tanks at a Denver-area shopping
mall on April 20, Earl Albert Moore, 65,
was captured Tuesday, April 26, at a grocery store. AP photo

draw their weapons.
Officials identified Moore as the
suspect on Sunday after viewing surveillance video showing him in the mall and
on a bus. The FBI then alerted its field
offices covering all 50 states and Puerto
Rico to be on the lookout for Moore, who
was released from prison a week before
the explosives were found.
It’s unclear where Moore spent the
past six days but FBI spokesman Dave
Joly said he was homeless. He’s due to
appear in court Wednesday.
Kelli McGannon, a spokeswoman for
the King Soopers supermarket chain,
said the shopper who spotted Moore
alerted a store manager and then dialed
911.
McGannon said a police officer
inside the store began watching Moore,
but it wasn’t clear if the officer had
identified Moore independently or was
reacting to the 911 call. Moore was in
the store for about an hour, McGannon
said.
Moore left through a side door, possibly suspecting he was being watched,
McGannon said. He was arrested outside

by officers responding to the 911 call.
Police and store security searched
the supermarket after Moore’s arrest
and said they didn’t find anything suspicious.
Moore has an extensive criminal
record and public records show he lived
in Colorado at least part time from the
mid-1980s to 2004.
Federal Bureau of Prisons records
show that Moore was released from
prison April 13 after serving time in a
federal prison in Atlanta and Estill, S.C.
Federal court record show that Moore
pleaded guilty in May 2005 to robbing a
bank in Crab Orchard, W.Va., of $2,546.
A judge sentenced Moore to 18 years
in prison for the bank robbery, but a
federal appeals court in 2006 ruled his
stiff sentence was “unreasonable” and
Moore’s sentence was reduced to seven
years. Federal Bureau of Prisons spokesman Edmond Ross said Moore received
a “good conduct” release from prison
after serving six years of his sentence.
Moore also served a year in Danbury,
Conn., federal prison in 1983, according
to Ross.

6 more bodies near Mexican border; total at 183

MEXICO CITY (AP) – Security
Morales said at a news conference
the border to the U.S. by the Zetas
forces have unearthed six more bodies
Tuesday that six more bodies had been
themselves, she said.
in a northeastern Mexican border state discovered in the past week. She said a
The discoveries of the mass graves
where a drug gang is believed to be
total of 183 bodies from 40 graves have have sparked sporadic protests by citikidnapping passengers from buses and been found.
zens.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) – The NFL
hiding their victims in secret graves,
Security forces began exhuming
Alejandro Poire, the government
is a long way from playing football
authorities said Tuesday. A total of
corpses in the town of San Fernando on spokesman for security issues, insisted
again – even if players are welcomed
April 1 after they were led to the site by “the government is in control of
back to work with no lockout to stop 183 bodies have been discovered in a
month.
suspects who confessed to kidnapping
Tamaulipas.”
them.
The horrific discoveries have intensi- and killing bus passengers traveling
He said the government has sent
U.S. District Judge Susan Richard
fied criticism that lawlessness reigns in
through the area.
more federal police to the state and
Nelson granted the players’ request
The motive for the bus abductions
is aggressively investigating the mass
for an injunction to lift the lockout on Tamaulipas state, where the Zetas drug
remains unclear, though prosecutors
killings and working to prevent more
Monday, ending the NFL’s work stop- gang has terrorized migrants trying
to make their way north to the United
have suggested the gang may be forcedeaths.
page in its 45th day but prompting
fully recruiting people to work for it.
He said the increased federal
an immediate notice from the league States. It is the same region where
authorities say the Zetas killed 72
Morales said the Zetas have also been
presence has led to the rescue of 119
that it will appeal.
Central American migrants in August.
extorting migrants for up to $2,000.
kidnapped people in the northern
And players? They were told to
Federal Attorney General Marisela
Those whose families pay are led across Tamaulipas city of Reynosa in recent
show up ready for work – or workouts
– on Tuesday.
Bills safety George Wilson confirmed that the NFLPA emailed
players after Nelson’s ruling suggesting they show up at team facilities.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – A part-time hair braider
right to earn a living free from unreasonable governHe said players were told if they are
sued Utah on Tuesday, claiming the state’s requirement interference.
denied access that teams would be in ments to obtain a cosmetology license are irrelevant
Clayton said the law is archaic and stems from a
violation of the judge’s ruling.
to her job and an unconstitutional infringement on
misunderstanding of safe African hair braiding prac-

NFL could resume
play after lockout

days, including Mexican, Central
American and Chinese migrants.
Morales said 74 suspects have been
arrested in the Tamaulipas killings,
including 17 officers in San Fernando’s
municipal police force who were identified as collaborators of criminals by
some of the detainees.
Only two of the 183 victims have
been identified, Morales said. Mexican
authorities have declined to reveal their
identities, but the Guatemalan government has said one was a Guatemalan
national.
Authorities in the northwestern
state of Durango have been conducting
a similar search over the past week for
bodies in the town of Las Fuentes.

Hair braider: Utah cosmetology law is unfair

LateNiteHumor
Monday, April 25, 2011 –
Top 10 Apple Excuses
10. It’s not “spying,” it’s “iSpying.”
9. So ... you don’t want us doing that?
8. Just downloaded the anti-spying
app for only $9.99.
7. Who doesn’t like to be tracked like a
wild animal?
6. I just wanted to know where you
were 24 hours a day because I love you.
5. Maybe you should be asking why
Obama won’t show his birth certificate. (This joke is sponsored by Trump
for President 2012.)
4. No number 4 – writer Lee Ellenberg
is home with “Royal Wedding Fever.”
Hey, that’s not a real ailment!
3. Relax, we were just taking your private information and selling it.
2. Wanted to know where the party’s
at, yo!
1. That’s nothing – we also take photos
of you in the shower.

her right to earn a living.
Jestina Clayton learned how to braid hair as a 5year-old in her West African home country of Sierra
Leone. Now living outside Salt Lake City, the 28-yearold said she braids hair as a side business to support
her two children while her husband finishes school.
Last year, Clayton discovered her business was
illegal without a license. Utah law requires anyone
working with hair, including hair braiders, to take
about 2,000 hours of coursework in order to obtain
a cosmetology license. Industry representatives say
tuition for such classes could cost between $9,000
and $19,000 nationwide.
Clayton, who makes up to $4,800 on a good
year, said that even if she could afford the classes,
the courses in Utah do not specifically address hair
braiding.
“It is ridiculous to force people trying to put
food on the table to go into debt just to do so,” said
Clayton, who fled her war-torn home country for a
better life in America. “I can understand if the state
required us to take some health and sanitation courses, but taking cosmetology classes that don’t even
involve hair braiding doesn’t make any sense.”
Her lawsuit alleges that the requirement unnecessarily threatens her livelihood and infringes on her

tices, which do not include the use of chemicals or
heat that can damage hair or cause injury.
Paul Avelar, a lawyer for the Arlington, Va.-based
Institute for Justice, which filed the federal lawsuit
with Clayton, said state laws requiring the arduous
licensing process were born “out of ignorance.”
Several states have laws regulating cosmetology and barbering that include hair braiding. Eight
states, such as Utah and Iowa, require full cosmetology licenses, according to the Institute for Justice. A
dozen states, including Texas and Florida, require
specialized training, such as more than 30 hours in
the classroom.
In 2005, Mississippi removed a requirement that
African-style braiders complete 1,500 hours of cosmetology classes or 300 hours of wig course work.
Professional braiders there now must take a selfguided test and pay a $25 fee.
Up to 10 states, including California and Arizona,
exempt braiders from such laws.
Cosmetology industry representatives say the
licensing requirements protect the public.
“If they don’t have a license, then anyone can
say they are a hair braider, and it’s hard to say that
person is only going to be braiding hair in a private business,” said Brad Masterson, spokesman
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JESTINA CLAYTON BRAIDS THE HAIR of
her daughter, Esther Clayton, 5, at her home Monday,
April 25, in Centerville, Utah. Clayton and the the
Institute for Justice have filed a federal lawsuit seeking
changes to Utah’s hair braiding regulations. AP photo

for the Scottsdale, Ariz.-based Professional Beauty
Association.
In recent years, there have also been accusations
from the braiding community that governments
were unfairly targeting the African art.
Gov. Gary Herbert’s office refused to comment
Tuesday, saying the law is a legislative issue.
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Expert reveals evidence of Sasquatch species
By ROB JEPSON
staff writer

“My goal is not to convince, my
goal is to open minds,”said Jeff
Meldrum, professor of anatomy
and anthropology at Idaho State
University. Meldrum has been
researching the specimen of
Sasquatch for more than 15 years
and has received national attention for his work, both positive and
negative.
His research examines various
evidences which suggest that the
mythical creature Sasquatch may
in fact be real. In particular, he
hypothesizes there may be not only
one creature living today, but as
many as 500-750 of the Sasquatch
species.
“People have been so conditioned that this isn’t possible that
when they finally see it, it upsets
their whole equilibrium,” he said.
Meldrum said many people,
both inside and outside of academia, don’t believe that Sasquatch
could be real.
“Some of the naysayers adapt
that position because such a creature, such a species could not exist
under our noses and not have been
discovered,” he said.
Others, he said, don’t accept the
possibility out of stubbornness.
“There’s a certain chic to being

critical these days,” he said, “and
skepticism is worn as a bright red
arm band by some individuals.”
Dr. Robert Schmidt, USU
professor of wildlife policy and
human dimensions in the College
of Natural Resources, invited
Meldrum to come and speak.
“I met Dr. Meldrum a number of
years ago and it was just interesting
about how he, as a person with a
credentials in science, how he uses
that process to look at Sasquatch,
which is a very different way than
the other Sasquatch fans,” he said.
“He has this logical process by
which he sorta says ‘I can include
this information.’”
Ryan Carlisle, an international
studies major who attended the
lecture, said the presentation didn’t
affect his belief in Sasquatch.
“It’s a possibility,” he said. “I
didn’t totally discount it. It could
be.”
Halley Kartchner, a graduate
student in human dimensions of
ecosystems science and management who considers herself an
amateur Bigfoot enthusiast said,
“I thought it was really refreshing
take on the legend of Sasquatch. My
other exposure to it has been kinda
crazy people I guess.”
She said that while she’s
not completely convinced that
Sasquatch is real, Meldrum’s lecture made her more inclined to

While working with researchers
at Utah State University, senior nutrition science major Erika Hopkins
got a chance to do some research of
her own. Through an Undergraduate
Research and Creative Opportunity
(URCO) grant, Hopkins examined
how accurately fourth and fifth-grade
students could report levels of fruits
and vegetables they ate.
Hopkins was working with Food
Dudes, a pilot program at Edith
Bowen Elementary designed to get
elementary students to eat more fruits
and vegetables. Part of her job was
to take photographs of the students’
lunch trays before and after they had
finished eating to find out what foods
they were eating and how much.
Hopkins, with the encouragement of
her professor, applied for an URCO
grant to find out whether or not the
researchers could trust students to
keep accurate logs of the fruits and
vegetables they ate themselves.
Hopkins, who is one of USU’s
students who went national with her
project, presented her findings earlier
this month at the National Conference
on Undergraduate Research in Ithaca,
N.Y., and said she valued her opportunity to perform research and work
with the URCO program.
She found the answer to her
selected research topic was that the
researchers could use the logs students
kept themselves to find out how much
impact the Food Dudes program
had. Students tended to overestimate
the amount of fruits and vegetables
they ate in a similar way each time,
Hopkins said.
“I think children like to please the
authority in their lives,” Hopkins said.

“The teachers and the lunch ladies
and these cute college girls are in the
lunchroom promoting eating fruits
and vegetables, so of course they’re
going to want to please.”
Hopkins’ study results mean the
scientists and education professionals working to establish the Food
Dudes program in Cache Valley can
determine what effects their efforts
will have without spending as much of
their funding to hire assistants to take
photographs of lunch trays.
Heidi Wengreen is an assistant
professor in the nutrition, dietetics
and food sciences department and
a co-principal investigator of the
Food Dudes study at Edith Bowen
Elementary. Wengreen suggested that
Hopkins apply for URCO funding and
helped Hopkins with the application
process. Hopkins is the fourth student

JEFF MELDRUM, a professor at Idaho State University, explains that the
Sasquatch species could very well exist, though many have doubted his claims.
ARMEN HOVSEPYAN photo

believe he could be.
“It was really good to hear someone with a Ph.D and all this background knowledge giving his take
on it,” she said.
Sara Preece, a graduate in
marine biology from BYU, said,
“I had never seen evidence presented the way he had. I feel like
he presented it very factually, very
evidence-based. He wasn’t trying to
change anyone’s mind or convince
anybody, he was just presenting
objective evidence for people.”

she has helped with undergraduate
research through the URCO program.
“I have a good opportunity to work
with undergraduate researchers, so I
usually just try to identify somebody
who I think might be interested. A
lot of times I have to introduce them
to the opportunity – they haven’t
heard about (URCO grants) before,”
Wengreen said.
That may seem surprising, since
USU’s undergraduate research program started in 1975. Two decades
after its creation, funds available
through URCO totaled about $5,000.
Only a few years later, though, the program had undergone a major overhaul
and in 2000 the budget had doubled.
“We are funding now over the
past few years 50 to 60 projects in a
range of $22,000-24,000. Over the last
decade, we’ve really ramped up sup-

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES consumed by elementary school students
were recorded by USU student to study their eating habits. McClatchy Tribune
photo

She said she doesn’t necessarily
believe or disbelieve that Sasquatch
is real because belief connotes a
religious type of conviction, but
said Meldrum’s presentation did
make her think that Sasquatch
could be real.
Meldrum said he himself is not
positive that Sasquatch is real, but
that the evidence compels him to
continue researching.
– robmjepson@gmail.com

port for student research,” said Joyce
Kinkead, USU associate vice president
for research.
The Food Dudes program Hopkins’
research helped was originally developed in Ireland, where it has been
implemented successfully in elementary schools nationwide. Combining
nutrition and psychology, the program
is designed to change children’s eating
behavior and attitudes towards fruits
and vegetables. The program was
brought to Edith Bowen Elementary as
an experiment by Wengreen and Greg
Madden, associate professor in the
psychology department.
Sheryl Aguilar, senior dietitian at
Applied Nutrition Research (formerly
the Center for Advanced Nutrition),
said fruit and vegetable intake approximately doubled during the Edith
Bowen Elementary pilot study.
Wengreen said while the Food
Dudes program has proven to be effective through the elementary school
year in the United Kingdom, the USU
research team is applying for funding to follow the change in students’
attitudes and eating habits for up
to three years so they can see how
the program’s effects carry over into
middle school.
Hopkins said she believes the Food
Dudes program can be an effective
way to address important health problems.
“Right now, the country is facing
rises in obesity and diabetes,” Hopkins
said. “The onset is getting earlier and
earlier in childhood, so by targeting
the young people in this country, I
think that’s the best way we can prevent or maybe curb this rise that we’re
seeing, this epidemic.”
– steve.kent@aggiemail.usu.edu

Phobia: Students support freedom of speech in response to Quran burning
-continued from page 3
USU students (nine men, five women; five seniors,
three juniors, four sophomores and two freshman),
randomly selected to interview about their perception of Islam and its adherents, said they had not
seen a sign of “Islamophobia” at USU before.
Senior Alex Baldwin counts himself among that
group.
“Honestly, I felt really bad for the Muslims,”
he said of a group which adheres to the teachings
found in a book which Muslims believe to have been
revealed over the course of 23 years to the prophet
Muhammad. “I really don’t support any kind of
book-burning of any kind. I don’t care what the literature is.”
The English major said he was stunned to learn
that Jones insisted that in hindsight, he would have
continued with the Fahrenheit 451-like commission.
Indeed, just minutes after learning of the retaliation in Afghanistan, Jones shirked any semblance
of responsibility, telling CBS: “In regard to the riots
that have just taken place, the actions of breaking in,
setting on fire, and killing at least 10 individuals so
far is highly unacceptable for the government of the
United States.”
Baldwin’s assessment came with a Constitutional
caveat.
“I guess, you know, the freedom of speech – he
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Orchestra set to
perform symphony

Undergrad presents nutrition research in national conference
By STEVE KENT
staff writer

Briefs

had the right to do it; it’s within the rights of our
Constitution,” he said. “He didn’t do anything illegal, he didn’t do anything incorrect as far as political issues go, but I felt that it was unnecessary and
brought a really bad representation of the Christian
church. I mean, I don’t think Christ ever burned a
book.”
Baldwin said he was particularly touched by
those of the Islam faith during his LDS missionary service in Spain. Baldwin said Muslims would
always greet missionaries with a smile, while touching their hand to their heart as they shook hands
with the missionaries.
It was an experience that Baldwin said he cannot
match with what he often sees on the television on a
continual basis.
“I really can’t connect my experience with those
people in Spain, with the way that media are portraying the things that go on in the Middle East,
and putting it under the stamp of Muslim,” Baldwin
said. “I don’t think that’s true. I think a lot of it is
fabricated to get a certain response.”
Ryan Toth, a Christian and member of the
Fellowship of Christian University Students
(FOCUS), said he believes the university ranks well
when it comes to prejudice against another faith, as
evidenced by his own recent experiences.

“I think that, in general, there is less fear here
than in other demographics,” said the religious studies major. “I am going to the Middle East this summer and I have had more negative reactions from
adults than from any student here.”
While half of the students interviewed said they
blamed the media first for its framing of the religion, Toth had a different culprit in mind.
“I think that any negative view of Islam is, in
part, influenced by the government,” he said. “We
are at war with an Islamic nation and, unfortunately,
we, as a country, need Muslims to be our enemies.”
On home soil, such tension, Toth said, comes
from the side which he aligns with theologically.
“It seems that in America there is more prejudice
from Christians against Muslims than vice versa,”
he said. “Honest education about the Islamic faith
could help decrease this prejudice since most of the
bigotry that I have seen comes from a misunderstanding of Islam.”
This is the first of a two-part story about the impact of
a pastor who burned the Quran in protest of an Islamic
scripture that he believed supports terrorism. Part two
will be published Friday, April 29.
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Utah State University Wind
Orchestra will perform its annual
spring concert Friday, April 29, at
7:30 p.m. in the Chase Fine Arts
Center’s Kent Concert Hall on USU’s
campus.
“Oye La Música: El Ritmo de la
Música Latina” features an array of
Latin-based music, including the
transcription of Roberto Sierra’s
orchestral symphony Sinfonia No.
3 “La Salsa.” This multi-movement
work with “sparkling harmonies and
striking rhythms” captivates the true
sound of Latin American music.
The Wind Orchestra will be
perform the music of Spanish
composer Joaquin Turina entitled,
“Three Fantastic Dances.” “Danzas
Fantasticas” is a three-movement
piece that is primarily a piano work.
An orchestral version by the composer preceded the relatively recent
band transcription by John Boyd.
Tickets are $8 for general admission. USU’s and other local band
students are admitted at no charge.
Also on the program, “Centrafuge” by Charles Booker, is a work
written as homage to jazz composers
Hank Levy and Don Ellis. The composition incorporates “non-traditional” meters unfamiliar to Western
jazz musicians. The incorporation
of a full drum set demonstrates the
influence of traditional jazz music.
The up-tempo work with jazz harmonies is an appropriate addition to
the concert’s Latin theme.

USU weather device
assists Japan affair
The USTAR Space Weather Center
at Utah State University is assisting
with Japanese disaster relief efforts by
providing data maps outlining the best
frequencies for radio communication
within the islands of Japan. Storms in
space, in the ionosphere, can adversely
impact communication and complicate
the coordination rescue teams.
The Space Weather Center at
USU can forecast solar flares and
geomagnetic storms using the
Global Assimilation of Ionospheric
Measurements system to provide a physics-based, data-driven
of the ionosphere, coupled with
Space Environment Corporation’s
ABBYNormal model. The two-model
system is designed to produce alternative frequencies and can easily be used
during emergency situations, even
during periods of very active space
weather.
Because of the two-model system,
the Space Weather Center is able to
accurately interpret how space weather
impacts high frequency communication being used in disaster relief efforts
in Japan. Maps of Japan are updated
with real-time communication data
specifying which frequencies are best
to use for high frequency radio communication.
“During times of disaster management, communication connections are
important to maintain,” said W. Kent
Tobiska, director of the Space Weather
Center at Utah State University.

Scribendi now
available to buy
The 2011 issue of Scribendi has
been released and is currently available for purchase for $15 at the Utah
State University English department
office in Ray B. West.
Each year, Scribendi publishes
the winning entries of the USU
Creative Writing Contest and this
year features work by Ryan Keepers,
Marinda Fowler, Tessa Ryser,
Dallin Bundy, Kate Sirls, Kaerlek
Janislampi, Kevin Larsen, Lani Rush,
Heather Griffiths, John Gilmore,
Bonnie Moore, Brett Sigurdson, Josh
McDermott, Tim Clark, Tina Sitton
and Brian Brown. Also included is
the artwork of Tessa Ryser, Vincent
Cobb, Michelle Larsen, Tina Sitton
and Bernadene Ryan.
“I feel that Scribendi is an incredible opportunity for anyone to get in
touch with their creative sides,” said
Tim Clark, second place winner in
undergraduate poetry.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Wednesday: Original plans for Common Hour discussed and revised
-continued from page 1
tions were asked for points of
clarification, and one member
of the senate commented that
USU had a common hour in
the past but the program was
terminated due to low student
attendance at lectures.
“That seems odd that we
disrupt all of campus for an
event that accommodates
200-300 students,” said Craig
Petersen, economics and
finance professor.
Olsen said the common
hour will provide time for
more than just event schedul-

ing, giving the example of students working on an assignment in groups.
“Students are very good at
filling those gaps in,” Olsen
said.
While implementation of
a major change will always
raise concerns, Jakus said the
Wednesday compromise minimizes the issues created with
common hour.
“What I do like about the
compromise is it definitely
gives the Common Hour a
chance to succeed,” he said.

“You don’t have as many dominoes falling down the line. It
becomes much easier to implement.”
Jakus said the feedback to
the new proposal has been
mostly positive. The majority
of lingering concerns have less
to do with scheduling conflicts
and more with whether or not
Common Hour is a worthwhile
endeavor. Jakus was optimistic
about the program’s goals,
especially its potential to allow
time for faculty and student
group meetings.

“If students use it for that,
that’s great, and it will be
worth the effort,” Jakus said.
Mortensen and the staff of
the Registrar’s office ran multiple scenarios for Common
Hour, looking at what times
and days of the week would
require the greatest class relocation. The Wednesday proposal, he said, leaves only 15
courses that will require special assignment after exemptions are accounted for.
“If we have to have a
Common Hour this one is the

least cost,” Mortensen said.
Labs and classes longer than
90 minutes will be exempt
from the changes, for a total
of 52 such courses in the latest version of Common Hour.
Mortensen said once a final
version of Common Hour has
been officially approved by
the administration, schedulers will turn the classroom
allotment and course selection
over to the various department
heads.

– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu

Salary: Women in Utah leadership positions lower than national average
-continued from page 1
she has a family she would like
to stay home and raise children.
A lot of Utah women are
steered into different jobs such
as education or family consumer and human development
because of their upbringing,
Walker said.

“A significant proportion
of my current work looks at
the motherhood penalty,” said
recently- tenured professor
Christy Glass. “It’s not so much
about gender as it is the interaction between gender and
parenthood. Given that’s what
scholars have increasingly

identified as the mechanism
that’s driving the wage gap
nationally, it’s not surprising
that the wage gap is the largest
in Utah, because fertility rates
are higher.”
The Motherhood Penalty

Store Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11am – 11pm
Fri & Sat 11am – Midnight
Closed Sunday

910 N. Main St.
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RETENTION & STUDENT SUCCESS,
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Glass, a member of the sociology, social work and anthropology (SSWA) department
faculty, said Utah has been
No. 1 for having the highest
gender-based wage gap in the
country for years.
“We used to think it was
a gap driven by differences
between men and women,”
Glass said, “but contemporary
research suggests that it’s not a
gap between men and women,
per se, the wage gap is largely
driven by wage penalties that
mothers face, compared to
non-mothers.”
The problem with wage disparity is less, Glass said, when
looking at women who are not
mothers, than when compared
with women who are mothers.
She said scholars have shown
that women pay a 6-7 percent
wage penalty per child, which
means they make 6-7 cents on
the dollar less than men for
each child they have.
Glass said there are two
possible strategies for reducing
the sting of the motherhood
penalty. First, policy makers
would have to increase the
penalty for employer discrimination and second, if the government provided subsidized
health care, single, working
mothers would experience less
adversity within the labor market.
Another professor from
the SSWA department, Amy
Bailey, who teaches a social
inequality class, said national
averages show that women in
general make 23 percent less
– 77 cents on the dollar – than
men to begin with. In Utah
this number is even lower, at
68 cents on the dollar.
“I didn’t want to be one
of those moms who work at
Wal-Mart or waitresses when
she’s 35 or 40,” Walker said. “I
wanted to be somewhere with
a good career that you can look

Common Literature Experience

We invite you to participate in the 2011 common
literature experience:
Read Zeitoun  by  Dave  Eggers
“Zeitoun  offers  a  transformative  experience  to  anyone  open  to  it,  for  the  simple  reason  that  it  is  not  heavy-
handed  propaganda,  not  eat-your-peas  social  analysis,  but  an  adventure  story,  a  tale  of  suffering  and  
redemption,  almost  biblical  in  its  simplicty,  the  trials  of  a  good  man  who  believes  in  God  and  happens  to  have  
a  canoe.    Anyone  who  cares  about  America,  where  it  is  going  and  where  it  almost  went,  before  it  caught  itself,  
will  want  to  read  this  thrilling,  heartbreaking,  wonderful  book.”    Neil  Steinberg,  Chicago  Sun-Times

Attend  the  Connections  Convocation
Saturday,  August  27,  2011
9:30  a.m.
Kent  Concert  Hall,
Chase  Fine  Arts  Center
Free  Admission
Speaker:  Chris  Rose

The  USU  Connections  program  presents  Chris  Rose  of  the  new  Orleans  Times-Picayune  as  the  2011  Convocation  speaker.
5RVHZDVD¿QDOLVWIRUD3XOLW]HULQ'LVWLQJXLVKHG&RPPHQWDU\LQDQGZDVSDUWRIWKHTimes-Picayune  WHDPWKDWZRQWKH3XEOLF
6HUYLFH3XOLW]HULQIRUWKHQHZVSDSHU¶V+XUULFDQH.DWULQDFRYHUDJHKHDOVRZDVD¿QDOLVWWKDW\HDUIRUD0LFKDHO.HOO\$ZDUGQDPHGDIWHU
the Atlantic  magazine  editor  who  was  killed  as  an  embedded  reporter  during  the  Iraq  invasion  in  2003.  

Chris  Rose
Pulitzer  Prize  Winner
New  Orlean  Times-Picayne

Rose  also  has  a  book  of  collected  Katrina  columns,  1  Dead  in  Attic³UHFRXQWLQJWKH¿UVWKDUURZLQJ\HDUDQGDKDOIRIOLIHLQ1HZ2UOHDQV
after  Hurricane  Katrina.  Celebrated  as  a  local  treasure  and  heaped  with  national  praise,  Rose  provides  a  rollercoaster  ride  of  observation,  
FRPPHQWDU\HPRWLRQWUDJHG\DQGHYHQKXPRU²LQDZD\WKDWRQO\KHFRXOG¿QGLQDGHYDVWDWHGZDVWHODQG´DFFRUGLQJWRKLVSXEOLVKHU³7KH\
are  stories  of  the  dead  and  the  living,  stories  of  survivors  and  believers,  stories  of  hope  and  despair.  And  stories  about  refrigerators.  Dead  in  Attic  
IUHH]HIUDPHV1HZ2UOHDQVFDXJKWEHWZHHQDQROGHUDDQGDQHZGXULQJLWVPRVWGHVSHUDWHWLPHDVLWVWUXJJOHVRXWRIWKHÀRRGZDWHUVDQGZLOOV
itself  back  to  life.”

For  more  information  go  to:  http://www.usu.edu/connections/literatureexperience/  or  
contact  Noelle  Call,  Director  of  Retention  and  Student  Success  at  (435)  797-1132.

Zeitoun  is  available  at  the  
USU  Bookstore

up to and model after.”
Utah is also fourth from
the bottom out of the 50 states
for educational attainment
between men and women,
Bailey said.
The NPWF report states
that 81,171 households in Utah
are headed by women, and 24
percent of households headed
by women in Utah live below
the poverty line. This translates into more than 19,000
families whose financial standings would be improved if the
wage gap is eliminated, according to the report.
“If you consider the high
rates of labor force participation that we observe among
women in Utah, regardless of
what our culture and ideology
and religion tell us should be
happening,” Bailey said. “The
reality is that women in Utah
are participating at very high
rates and our families are suffering.”
Moon said she believes that
women should be allowed to
do what they want, even if that
means withdrawing from the
labor force to stay at home to
raise children.
Gender Steering – Nurture
vs. Nature
Especially in Utah, due to
the proliferation of patriarchal culture, women tend to
take jobs in education and
social sciences, Moon said, as
opposed to men who typically
take jobs in the hard sciences.
“I think that they (women)
don’t necessarily deserve to be
paid less because of the type
of job it is,” Moon said. “For
example, teachers should probably be paid more than they
are. There are more men teachers now than there were but
in general there are still more
women teachers.”
Gender steering is the concept that people are steered
into different jobs based on
their gender as a result of how
they are socialized as children,
said Professor Peg Petrzelka
of the SSWA department. She
said she assigns an exercise to
her intro to sociology classes in
which the students analyze faculty salaries to see how gender
relates to wages on campus.
“If you look at the top 25
(earning faculty members), you
can see that there are very few
in leadership positions here
that are women,” Petrzelka
said. “Then if you look at the
lowest 25 in the staff assistant
positions, you can see that
the vast majority of them are
women.”
Austin said it is important
to note that the College of
Agriculture has increased from
21 percent in 2006, to 30 percent in 2010 in tenure and tenure-track positions for women.
She said in order to match the
peer-institution average of 38
percent, USU would have to
hire 68 women without hiring
any more men.
“Women shouldn’t be discouraged from doing anything
they want to do because they
feel like they’re going to get the
second-string,” Walker said.
“It’s what you make of it, and
if you want to be assertive and
aggressive and promote yourself up to the man’s level, then
you can. You just got to grab
life by the balls.”

– dan.whitney.smith@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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Hippies abound at Earthly Awakenings
By NATASHA BODILY
staff writer

An aroma of burning incense greets customers
of Earthly Awakenings, a small shop located across
the street from Cafe Ibis at 21 Federal Avenue. The
store has a merchandise selection ranging from
jewelry, oils and crystals to a variety of tobacco
supplies.
Covering the wall behind the checkout counter
are Polaroid pictures of customers’ dogs.
“We are a dog-friendly establishment,” said
Kari Scott, an Earthly Awakenings employee.
“We have had small dogs come in and even Great
Danes. They get treats and if (the owner) is in, we
take their pictures and put them up,” she said.
Owner Marlene Hansen, a Cache Valley native,
said she opened the store more than 16 years ago.
She said she had always wanted to own a store like
Earthly Awakenings, so she just did it. She loves her
job and the customers she deals with daily.
“I love the fun, different people that come in,”
Hansen said. “All of my customers are so different.
I get people from all walks of life in here.”
She said the most popular item they sell is
tobacco, but they have many other products including tie-dye and leather clothing, oils, incense and
herbs.
“I couldn’t really make it on tobacco alone,”
Hansen said. She explained she orders most of the
merchandise from other stores and the shop is
much more than just tobacco and its byproducts.
“A fun thing about working here is every time
a shipment comes in it is like Christmas. What are
we going to get this time?” Scott said.
Hansen said many of her customers, but not all
of them, use the oils, incense and herbs for a spiritual purpose.
According to crystalandgemstones.com, certain
oils and gemstones contain qualities associated
with chakras in the body. One gemstone, bloodstone, is associated with the heart chakra: love,
healing, courage and strength.
Scott said incense is used for varying purposes
depending on the person burning the fragrant

sticks. She said incense has more than 1,000 years
of burning history and some customers use it to
make their homes and cars smell better, but others
use it for services and ceremonies.
“Different people use it for different purposes,”
she said.
Carrie Miller, a senior in secondary English
education, said she did not like the smell of incense
until she visited Eastern Asia and fell in love with
the smell of sandalwood.
“I just associate it with really great memories,”
Miller said.
She said during her visit to Cambodia, South
Eastern China and Thailand she experienced a lot
of cultural incense burning.
“We went to Angkor Wat in Cambodia and
spent most of our time there,” she said. “It’s a complex of temples where people still take offering so
they burn incense all over them.”
Miller said she would probably burn more
incense now if other people enjoyed the smell as
much as she does.
Scott said she owns many of the stones the store
offers and likes them all.
“They’re all so different and have many reasons
and purposes,” she said. “The Native Americans
believe the stones are the wisdom keepers because
they were here first. We’re all made up of the same
stuff essentially.”
She explained everything is composed of vibration and light.
“Just like every human being has a different
vibration, so do all the different stones based on
the color or their crystalline makeup,” she said.
She said she does not know how the descriptions of stone and oil benefits came about, but that
because so many different authors have reached
the same conclusions, it is up to the individuals
using the oils or stones to test it for themselves.
“Everybody is different so everyone is going to
experience some different effect,” Scott said.
Aside from incense and stones, the store also
has a selection of herbs and spices, which Scott said
could be used to make tea, cooked or burned as
incense.
She said they have many enlivening kinds of

EARTHLY AWAKENINGS SELLS more than tobacco. They also sell incense, herbs, oils and more.
The shop is a dog-friendly establishment, complete with pictures of customers with their pets. JON
LARSEN photo

oils, but lavender is good for relaxation. Many
customers use the oils for medicinal purposes, she
said.
Scott said people use eucalyptus oil to calm
respiratory problems because of the vapor that
comes from the essential oil. She explained using
natural products could be a purer form of curing
or improving health ailments.
Customers can also find a selection of clothing
in the back of the store.
Braden Felix, a sophomore in engineering,
bought Mukluks from Earthly Awakenings. He
said they are similar to Eskimo shoes: socks made
of thick yarn with leather bottoms.

Felix said there is a section of the store with
USU T-shirts and anti-BYU T-shirts. He said the
store had a hippie vibe and that many of the people
in the store were different from him.
Scott, a Washington state native, said she likes
her job at Earthly Awakenings and the store should
not really be called a smoke shop, but is known
more as a hippie or spiritual store by customers.
She said it has an alternative appeal.
“I call it sanctuary. It is the only place in Cache
Valley that you can find these things,” she said.
– natashabodily@gmail.com

Dancing their way back to Cache Valley
By JESSICA SWEAT
features senior writer

Repertory Dance Theatre (RDT), a professional Utahbased modern dance company, presented their newest show,
“Elements,” at the Ellen Eccles Theatre in Logan in March..
Marketing director for the Cache Valley Center of the Arts
Amanda Castillo said the company likes to highlight local talent
and was founded in 1966 in Salt Lake City. She said they had
been keeping their eye on RDT, and were pleased to have them
return the Ellen Eccles Theatre once again. This show mainly
centered around environmental awareness and enhancing the
elements. As RDT celebrated 45 years as a company, the theme
of preservation and sustainability was emphasized.
“It’s fantastic they have been around as long as they have and
still bring creative modern works today,” Castillo said.
Castillo said RDT created their show to enhance all the
natural elements and the relationship they have with each other
as well as the role they play on our planet. “Elements” was all
about environmental awareness and the concepts of sustainability and preservation.
The show also included a piece based on “green mapping”
projects the dance company had been learning about from
the Green Map Organization. Castillo said green maps help
communities create an environmental portrait through icons
representing hazards or benefits such as air pollution and solar
energy.
She said RDT “danced the green map” from choreography
that was inspired by these icons. Castillo said the piece was how
RDT took these icons and made them more relevant to our envi-

THE REPERTORY DANCE THEATER performed “The Lady
of the Lake” when they came to visit in March. The dance company
uses natural elements in their shows to raise environmental awareness. photo courtesy REPERTORY DANCE THEATER

ronment. She also said it showed a new way to look at a community.
Repertory Dance Theatre also danced with local dance group
Valley Dance Ensemble. Castillo said RDT strives to make a
longer-lasting community impact everywhere they perform.
One way they achieve this is by hosting workshops and giving
lectures.
“They are really trying to get into schools to make a longer

lasting impact from their visit,” Castillo said.
Along with the green map piece, Castillo said she is most
excited for “Ghost Ship” and “The Lady of the Lake.” Castillo
said all the pieces were created to enhance the elements and
that by actually using substances such as water and rice, we are
physically able to see a message.
Castillo used the piece “Ghost Ship” as an example for its
message about food and awareness to a sense of place. Castillo
said the dancers used 120 pounds of rice in this piece and
recycle it for each show. As for water, the piece “The Lady of the
Lake” called for actual water on stage to represent its crucial
role and ancient origin in societies.
Castillo said the show brought in a fun mix of people. She
said not only dance enthusiasts attended, but possibly those
who are curious to see what the show was all about.
RDT also had a recent performance at Weber State
University.
Weber State University student Julia Cannon attended this
show and said, “RDT’s choreography is creative and very interesting to watch and the dancers have beautiful technique, but
they are also very expressive. I really enjoy their performances.”
Former Utah State University student Bethany Linton said
she has been to several RDT dance performances.
“Your first professional modern dance concert is going to be
bizarre. But the more you come to understand the artistry and
the radical newness it brought to the art of dance, you can’t help
but love it! From Martha Graham to local programs, Modern
Dance is an insanely cool expression of movement and passion,”
she said.

– jessie.a.sweat@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Congratulations to the 2011 Valedictorians
College of Agriculture
Jason Clark

Jason Clark is an “Aggie.” He is the
2011 valedictorian from the College of
Agriculture and was named USU’s official
valedictorian, the only one invited to speak
at the university-wide graduation.
“I’m excited and nervous to speak in front
of everybody, but it’s fun to get recognized
like that,” Clark said.
He said his speech advises graduates to
take things they’ve learned, especially work
ethic, look at the big picture and do something different.
“Being valedictorian wasn’t even on my
mind. My adviser told me my GPA might be
high enough for it, so I interviewed with the
dean, wrote a speech and somehow got the
job,” Clark said.
During his tenure at USU, Clark was
a religious attendee of Aggie basketball
games.
“One of my favorite memories at Utah
State is when we beat BYU. I’ll miss racing

College of Education and Human Services
Lauryn Low

BENJAMIN WOOD photo

for seats in the student section,” he said.
Clark will attend USU for a graduate degree
in plant science and wants to research ways
to increase production and make crops more
sustainable. He said he would like to help third
world countries improve farming techniques.
– kmarshall222@gmail.com

Huntsman School of Business
Curtis Fairbourn
Curtis Fairbourn, valedictorian for the
Huntsman School of Business, is a finance major
and is graduating after only 3.5 years at USU.
Fairbourn has been an academic mentor in the
school of business and participated in several
internships. He also studied abroad in Europe,
visiting Switzerland, Italy, Belgium and France.
Fairbourn said one of his most memorable
experiences at USU happened two years ago when
he met his wife. Introduced through mutual
friends, they met during Week of Welcome.
“I love the campus life up here; the social life.
There are a lot of great people,” he said.
After graduation, Fairbourn plans to pursue
an MBA. Most programs require a few years of
work experience, so his formal education will be
on temporary hold. For now, he is working out
the details of his speech. He’s waiting for “inspiration,” but has ideas he plans to include.
“It’s an honor to be able to speak. I want to say
something that can relate to the people and the
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school. I don’t want to be this big, motivational lookat-me, but to relate to a bunch of peers graduating at
the same time,” Fairbourn said.
– genevieve.draper@aggiemail.usu.edu

College of Engineering
BJ Randall
In the last three years, BJ Randall, a computer
engineering major from Hyde Park, Utah, has
completed his degree requirements and held a
steady 4.0 GPA, been employed three times in
the software development field and is now valedictorian for the College of Engineering.
For his senior project, Randall made his own
3D first-person shooter game. He said he personally wrote the 3D engine and the game allows
up to 16 players while being compatible with
devices such as the iPhone, mac and PC.
“It is what I will take away from USU the
most,” Randall said. “I really think I developed
myself a lot while making this project.”
Randall plans to continue working while
completing independent projects on the side
until he can venture out into the software business on his own. Randall said he will become an
entrepreneur as he develops his own software
and sells it.
“I feel like I have really mastered the material
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at USU, both inside and out of the classroom,”
Randall said. “In fact, I feel like most of my education and skill development has happened outside
the classroom.”
– jessie.a.sweat@aggiemail.usu.edu

College of Natural Resources
Caleb Kauffman
Caleb Kauffman, a wildlife science
major, graduated in December 2010 and
started working for the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Wildlife Services in
Sandusky, Ohio. He said he mostly works
at airports by keeping the runways free
of birds and wildlife to minimize strike
risks to airplanes.
Johan du Toit, department head of
wildland resources, will escort Kauffman
at commencement. For his speech, he
said he has an interesting and unique
life story to tell.
“I think it will be good,” he said.
Kauffman, a Michigan native, said his
most memorable experience at USU was
completing his last final and knowing he
was finally done. He said he did not do
anything special to become the valedictorian.

photo courtesy CALEB KAUFFMAN

“I just showed up to class and did what
was asked of me,” he said.
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– natashabodily@gmail.com

Elementary education major Lauryn Low
is this year’s valedictorian for the College of
Education and Human Services.
“I love to learn,” Low said. “And with education you get to continue learning and work
with kids at the same time. What could be
more fun than that?”
Low is now finishing up her student teaching at Crescent Elementary in Salt Lake City.
“It wasn’t ever my goal to be the valedictorian, but I’ve always valued doing my best,” she
said.
Low succeeded at being the best, finishing
school with a 4.0 GPA. She also participated
in Full Circle, USU’s contemporary dance company, and Starz, a group of students that go
to elementary schools in Cache Valley to help
students with reading and math. Because of
her interest in musical theater, she also volunteered at Cache Valley’s opera house.
“USU has prepared me really well right
from the start. They have the program set up

photo courtesy LAURYN LOW

in different levels, and right from level one they
had me in an elementary classroom, watching
and learning from experience,” she said. “I’m
really grateful for everything I learned there.”
– kmarshall222@gmail.com

College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Rachel Jaggi
Rachel Jaggi, College of HASS valedictorian, triple majored in German, Sociology and
International Studies.
“I was German first. When I came I didn’t
really know what I wanted to study but I knew I
wanted to minor in German,” Jaggi said. “Then
I did study abroad and that ended up giving me
enough credits for a major.”
Jaggi said her other majors came out of her
wide, varied interests. She was attracted to the
interdisciplinary international studies because
she could take classes from economics, history or
political science.
After graduation, she said she will work and
apply for graduate school, where she plans to
study sociology.
Jaggi has accomplished a lot in four years
here at Utah State. In addition to her 4.0, she
was honored as the HASS Outstanding Student
of the Year in both German and Sociology, and
nominated for HASS scholar of the year. She also
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received the Legacy Award and the undergraduate
researcher award.
“That was pretty memorable, shaking the dean’s
hand so many times; getting up on the stage,” Jaggi
said.
– genevieve.draper@aggiemail.usu.edu

Caine College of the Arts
Catherine Hatch
Earlier this year, Catherine Hatch was surprised to be summoned into the office of Craig
Jessop, dean of the Caine College of the Arts.
“I figured it had to be really good, or really
bad, but probably good, “ Hatch said.
Hatch, a music performance major, learned she
had been selected as valedictorian for her GPA,
faculty recommendation, excellence in the music
program and involvement in orchestra, band and
a quartet.The Wellsville native said she has been
involved with music her entire life, the clarinet
being her specialty.
Hatch said her most memorable experience at
USU was winning a competition that allowed her
to play a concerto with the orchestra.
“It was such a great opportunity to perform
with such a great ensemble,” Hatch said.
She plans on moving to Rexburg, Idaho, after
getting married and will attend graduate school
and continue to perform and teach.
As for her speech, Hatch said, “I want to talk
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about how you can serve people through music and
the arts. I want people to think how they can use
their degree to help other people.”
– jessie.a.sweat@aggiemail.usu.edu

College of Science
Erinn Harris
Erinn Harris, a mathematics and statistics
composite education major, will be the valedictorian for the College of Science for the 2010-11
school year. The West Valley City, Utah, native
said the hardest part of achieving academic success came from the pressure she put on herself
throughout her college career.
“I was trying to figure out what professors’
expectations were so I could meet them,” she
said.
She said she qualified as valedictorian
because she worked and studied hard in her classes to achieve good grades. Harris said she already
has an idea for her speech.
“I want to talk about how we are continually
learning, whether we realize it or not,” she said.
“We need to be aware and open to those opportunities that will influence ourselves and others.”
Harris said her most memorable experience
in college was meeting her husband at USU. She

photo courtesy ERINN HARRIS

said she they became engaged at the “You are here”
sign on the Quad. After graduation, Harris plans
to find a math teaching position at either a high
school or junior high school.
– natashabodily@gmail.com
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Cookies that belong in heaven

TRISHA DEAN AND
ADAM NETTINA were
the male and female winners
of the “Spend a Day with
Steve” contest. They busted
the myth that Twinkies
on pizza is bad, lunched at
Chick-Fil-A, signed autographs and went shopping
for cereal. The winners
were chosen based on their
ability to prove they were
Steve’s biggest fan. STEVE
SCHWARTZMAN photos

We all know the rule – at
Adam has accomplished
least those who have seen
near as much as can be done
Just a few in Logan outside of his dream
“Heavyweights” do. It is a verbal edict that has stood the test
laughs of going on a date with what he
of time for over 15 years now.
calls “a good Mormon girl,” and
As summer camp favorite Pat
his impeccable taste in sports
Finley looks over the crowd of
and food tugged on my bromanoverweight pre-teen casualties
tic heartstrings. A segment of his
shortly after an all-night snack SteveSchwartzman contest entry oughta prove that
food binge, he inquires the boys
it was only uphill from there.
of the lesson they learned that day. And out of
“I’m not a big deal, but Steve is, and by the
Camper Roy’s mouth it comes:
associative property of kind-of-a big-deals in
“Don’t put Twinkies on your pizza.”
Europe I will become popular enough to be
Perhaps curiosity got the best of us, or elected Emperor of Luxembourg. Word to
drinking an entire 12-pack of Tab and stock- your mother.”
piles of sugary breakfast cereal thwarted our
And what’s more, he claimed to be
nutrition-seeking minds, but the time has come Christopher Lloyd.
to put this ever undisputed rule to the test.
After a memorable lunch at Chick-Fil-A
After four hours, a Papa Murphy’s pizza and shopping for supplies (i.e. Waffle crisp)
and two packages of America’s favorite crème- we made our way back to campus to sign
filled snack later Adam, Trisha and I had in front some autographs. After an hour of travelof us none other than the sweet, salty collabo- ing the grounds, meeting admirers and even
rated behemoth of all pies.
enjoying Adam’s spreading of my work over
And what’s more, it wasn’t disgusting, and microphone and speaker we received a great
as far as I can tell my digestive system is still reception.
doing its job.
Six … I think. Maybe seven. But hey, one of
Myth … busted.
them was Matt Formisano, so we can’t comOur excursion to give pizza its own rightful plain.
Hostess bedsheet ran as the perfect theme
On our way from the impromptu fan sesto what was the perfect day. Or as I should sion, we paid a surprise visit to the famed
phrase it, the perfect – wait for it – day with Suzann and Darla of the languages, philosophy
Steve. Let’s take a look at the day that made and speech department. Adam and Trisha were
birds sing, starting with our winners.
so thrilled to meet past column characters you
Trisha Deem, a Sandy, Utah, native, was would’ve thought they had caught a home run
chosen as the inaugural “Spend a Day with hit by Mickey Kaline of “Hey Arnold” fame.
Steve” female winner. The social studies comAfter Twinkie pizza, cereal and whipped
posite education major clearly earned her way cream and a celebratory viewing of “Rookie
into winning the coveted position after nine of the Year,” the glorious day was done. We
consistent months of closely following the had fun, we lived our dreams and we all coinciweekly “Just a Few Laughs” series.
dentally wore green. We became instant best
According to the count, she posted the most friends – our own Otto, Twister and Reggie
comments via e-mail, website and Facebook Rocket with a “woogity woogity” secret handthan any reader and was the spoken inspiration shake sewn by our own hearts. Biggest fans
for several segments in past columns.
they were and more.
Here’s an excerpt from her written entry:
To all my readers (now known as
“If I could have my name mentioned in the “Schwartzheads”), after an awe-inspiring year,
Statesman, I would die a happy Aggie. Also, thank you. For my final advice I leave you with
I have kissed on every statue on this campus the words the magnificent Zordon himself:
and am trying to get it established as an unof“Let the power protect you.”
ficial Aggie tradition. I have named it, “Epic
And with that, I’m out. See ya next fall.
Aggie.” Spread the word. Steve, I am confident
that you will make the right choice in selecting
– Steve Schwartzman is a sophomore majorme to spend a day with you.”
ing in marketing and minoring in speech
Maryland homer and “Spend a Day with
communication. His column runs every
Steve” male winner Adam Nettina took confiWednesday. He loves sports, comedy and
dence, wit and the overwhelming tour of ‘90s
creative writing. He encourages any compop culture into his rightful throne as one of ments at his e-mail steve.schwartzman@aggiSteve’s most devoted fans.
email.usu.edu, or find him on Facebook.

Street Speak
What is the one class you wish you
would have taken while you were here?
“Cereal Sciences. I
feel that class could
have changed my
life.”

– Tony Wise,
senior
ceramics

– Alix Brodeur,
senior
ceramics

Are you
ready for this?
Are you sitting down?
Because what
I’m about to
share
with
you is pretty
exciting. And
you totally deserve it.
You’ve survived an entire
semester full of cold days and
papers, tests and projects
coming out your ears. So I’m
giving you this recipe so you
can reward yourself with – the
best chocolate chip cookies in
the world!
And you should know,
I don’t use that title lightly.
I’m a snob when it comes to
my chocolate chip cookies.
They have to be tall and soft
and melt in my mouth without being cakey or dense or
overly chewy.
This recipe will give you
all of that. The girl who gave
me this recipe told me that
these cookies have “junk in
the trunk” or “thick thighs”.
She was right. Trust me. I’ve
been making chocolate chip
cookies all semester long and
none of them have been good
enough to share with you.
How lucky that right when
I was about to give up I
stumbled upon these perfect
gems. I hope you enjoy them.
You really, really deserve it.
P.S. You might want to
make enough to share.

ture is totally
combined and
a little
Eat That looks
shiny, about 2
minutes.
Add the vanilla
and beat well.
Meanwhile,
in a separate
bowl, whisk together the flour,
baking soda and salt.

Jennelle Clark

One awesome day with Steve

“Anthropology. I
just never had the
room.”

Page 7

“Racquetball. It
just seems so much
fun.”

– Rachel
Anderson,
senior
FCHD

“Yoga. The hot
girls, that’s
why.”

– Arun
Subbiah,
senior
mechanical
engineering

Information gathered by Breck Byington

Add the dry ingredients to
the butter and sugar and beat
until combined. The dough
will be thick. Stir in the chocolate chips and nuts.
Scoop the dough by tablespoons onto a lightly greased
or parchment lined baking
sheet and bake at 350 degrees
until the cookies are just barely set. Remove from the oven
and let the cookies sit on the
baking sheet for about 5 minutes before moving them to a
cooling rack.
Notes:
• Removing these cookies
from the oven on time is key
to making sure they stay soft.
It’s always such a bummer
when you make cookies and
eat them while they’re warm
and soft and then put them
away only to come back later

and find rocks waiting.
Even if they don’t look
totally done, they will finish
cooking and setting up on
the hot baking sheet after you
take them out of the oven. If
you need to, just bake one
test cookie at a time until you
get the right baking time. It
will vary depending on the
size of your dough balls and
your oven.

• If you want to make these
cookies ahead of time, or
make extra for future gorging,
I recommend scooping them
into balls and freezing them
on trays before putting them
into a bag.
You may also form them
into balls and cover them on
the baking sheet and store
them in the fridge that way.
I stuck my whole bowl of
dough in the refrigerator halfway through making these
and it came out solid. So the
other way is much easier.
Have a happy summer!

– Jennelle Clark is a senior
majoring in psychology and
minoring in art. She loves
cooking food, taking pictures
of food and eating food. Email her at jenn.nelle@gmail.
com with questions or comments.

The Best Chocolate Chip
Cookies in the World
1 cup (2 sticks) butter
1 cup granulated sugar
3/4 cup brown sugar
1 egg and 1 egg yolk
1 tablespoon vanilla
2 1/4 cups flour
3/4 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 cup of your favorite chocolate chips (I like to use the mini
ones)
1/2 cup toasted chopped nuts
(optional)
Place the butter in a saucepan and cook it over medium
heat until it’s totally melted.
Keep cooking it until it browns.
It takes a little patience, but if
you wait your butter will get
really foamy and then start
to brown. It will smell really
nutty and caramel-y. Remove
it from the heat and pour it
into a mixing bowl.
Add the sugars and beat until
smooth. Add the egg and egg
yolk and beat until the mix-

REWARD THE HARD WORK you have done this semester by
taking a bite out of the perfect chocolate chip cookie. After one bite
you will make another batch. JENNELLE CLARK photo
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Softball whomps in-state rival Utes in five innings
By MEREDITH KINNEY
staff writer

The Utah State softball
team found some offense
Wednesday as they went
head-to-head with the
University of Utah. The
Aggies defeated their in-state
rivals 12-2 in five innings at
home.
The Aggies fought against
the cold weather with red-hot
bats as they scored 12 runs
for the second straight game.
After a no-score first
inning by both teams, the
University of Utah struck
first when the Ute’s Brittney
Parker drove in a run with a
double to right field. USU’s
starting pitcher Shelbi Tyteca
stepped up however, and finished strong to close out the
inning.
In the bottom of the second, the Aggies found their
stride with their bats scoring
eight runs to give them a 7run cushion on the Utes.
Allison Lenzora got on
base first for the Aggies
with a single and then
later advanced to second
with a stolen base. Megan
Macdonald battled at the
plate and got a walk to put
runners on first and second.
Tatem Day sacrificed to
advance the runners and
Krista Bava singled to right
to give herself two RBIs

and the Aggies a 1-run lead.
Kelley Kaneshiro stepped up
to the plate for the Aggies
and cleared the bases with a
double to left-center.
The Aggies would score
three more runs including
one unearned trip to the
plate to close out the second
inning with an 8-1 lead.
Utah State head coach
Carissa Millsap-Kalaba
replaced Tyteca with Mandy
Harmon to start the third.
Harmon came up big for the
Aggies pitching two perfect
innings.
The Aggies brought out
their big bats in the bottom
of the third. Lenzora stepped
up the plate for her second
bat of the day with only one
out. She picked the perfect
time for her first home run of
the season, blasting a ball out
of the park to give the Aggies
a 9-1 lead.
Day walked for the Aggies
and pinch hitter Katie
Bowdidge singled for her
first hit of the season. A Ute
error advanced the Aggie
runners to second and third
giving Joreigh Landers a huge
opportunity.
Landers drilled her first
homerun run of the season
with a 3-run shot to left field.
The home run sealed the win
for the Aggies giving them a
12-1 lead.
Tyteca said the key for the
Aggies was their patience

SENIOR JORIEGH LANDERS takes a swing against the Utes Tuesday afternoon. The Aggies double-digit victory over the Utes is
their first since 1976. KYLE PETT photo

on the offensive side of the
game.
“We usually get to deep
in the count but we started
hitting our pitches and it
showed with all the line
shots.” Tyteca said.
Some strong pitching
closed out the game for the
Aggies. USU junior pitcher
Dani Chaplin threw well for

the Aggies only allowing one
run in the final innings of
the game.
Tyteca said the key to the
Aggie pitching was getting
movement on the ball.
“We were just hitting our
spots and our balls moved a
lot,” Tyteca said. “We’re mixing it up a lot more than we
usually do.”

The Aggie defense held
out for the 12-2 win for Utah
State. The win ends a six
game losing streak against
the Utes that has lasted since
March 26, 2008.
It is the second time this
season the Aggies have won
a game in the fifth inning
because of the run-rule.
Harmon improves to 8-22

with the win.
The Aggies will take the
field next in Reno with a
series against the University
of Utah April 29-30.
-meredith.kinney@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Women’s tennis handles ISU, preps for WAC championships
BY USU ATHLETICS

LOGAN, Utah – Utah State
women’s tennis finished off its
regular season with a 6-1 win over
border-rival Idaho State on Monday
at the Logan Sports Academy and
Racquet Club. USU concluded the
year with an 11-7 overall record as
well as going, 4-3 in home matches
this season.
The Aggies will turn their focus
to the upcoming Western Athletic
Conference Championships that
begin Thursday in Boise, Idaho.
Utah State finished eighth in the
WAC standings and will face ninthseeded San Jose State in the opening play-in round on Thursday at 9
a.m. (MT). The winner of the match
will advance and play first-seeded
Boise State later that afternoon.
In Monday’s match, USU took
early control of ISU, as the Aggies
were able to sweep doubles action
for the lead. Senior Hailey Swenson
and partner junior Romina
Nedakovic set the tone early for
Utah State, in the first position of
doubles play, as the pair was able to
secure an 8-3 win over Idaho State’s
Katharina Marsela and Laura
Porras.
It was a complete team effort
from the one position to the six
slot as USU was able to win five of

San Jose State at the WAC
Championships will be the first
time Utah State has faced the
Spartans this season, as the regular-season match on March 25, was
cancelled due to rain. SJSU enters
Thursday’s match with a 7-12 overall record and an 0-3 conference
mark.
Utah State 6, Idaho State 1
Singles competition
1. Jaclyn West (USU) def. Katharina
Marsela (ISU) 6-0, 6-3
2. Hailey Swenson (USU) def. Rilee
Moorhead (ISU) 6-1, 6-2
3. Laura Porras (ISU) def. K.
Voytsekhovich (USU) 6-4, 3-6, 10-6
4. Romina Nedakovic (USU) def.
Risa Fujiwara (ISU) 8-3
5. Julie Tukuafu (USU) def. Zamira
Vasquez (ISU) 6-2, 6-0
6. Brianna Harris (USU) def. Rachel
Ryan (ISU) 6-0, 6-0

SENIOR HAILEY SWENSON returns a volley earlier in the season in a loss to the New Mexico State Aggies. USU
women’s tennis finished with a record of 11-7 and look to build as they take on the San Jose State Spartans in the WAC championships on Thursday. CARL R. WILSON photo

the six matches in straight sets to
secure the victory over the Bengals.
Senior Hailey Swenson put together
an impressive outing in her final
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home match as an Aggie, defeating Idaho State’s Rilee Moorhead,
6-1, 6-2. Junior Brianna Harris also
highlighted Monday afternoon’s
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action by shutting out ISU’s Rachel
Ryan, 6-0, 6-0, in the sixth position
of singles action.
Thursday’s match-up against

Doubles competition
1. Swenson/Nedakovic (USU) def.
Marsela/Porras (ISU) 8-3
2. K. Voytsekhovich/West (USU)
def. Moorhead/Fujiwara (ISU)
8-5 3. Perry/Tukuafu (USU) def.
Vasquez/Severino (ISU) 8-2
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Whimpey twins competitive at home and on the field
By TYLER HUSKINSON
assistant sports editor

Kevin and Kyle Whimpey
are very similar. They share
similar likes, including similar
sports, games and clothes.
They even date similar girls.
They also share the same birth
date.
Utah State Aggie head football coach Gary Andersen has
known the Whimpey twins
since they were in high school
at Lone Peak in Highland,
Utah. Andersen even recruited
the two athletes when he was
the defensive coordinator for
the University of Utah.
“Coach A was recruiting at
the University of Utah and me
and my brother were always
looking for the opportunity
to stay together,” Kevin said.
“Coach A gave us that opportunity. It just worked out that
they needed people at both
those positions. We liked the
new facilities. We just felt at
home from coming up here for
football camp.”
Kyle was also sold from day
one on playing for the Aggies.
“When we walked into
(Andersen’s) office, we knew
this is where we wanted to
play,” he said.
After serving missions for
The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints – Kevin
served in Ventura, Calif.
and Kyle served close by in
Riverside, Calif. – they are
ready to make an instant
impact on a very young and
still developing Aggie football
team.
“They’ll both have an
impact on the team this next
year, no question,” Andersen
said. “They’re both in the rotation right now fighting for
starting spots and they’ll both
have impacts this year.”
Twins don’t often end play-

ing on the same Division I program, and for both brothers
to be able to make a Division I
program is significant accomplishment.
“I think it’s an interesting dynamic that there’s two
of them playing Division I
football and being twins,”
Andersen said. “I have twins
myself, and I think it’s a pretty
special accomplishment for the
both of them.”
The fact that Utah State
football had the ability to offer
both of the Whimpey twins a
spot on the team carried much
leverage in their decision to
become Aggies.
“It’s always good to be on a
team with a family member,”
Kyle said. “It’s always awesome
to be able to get out on the
field and to enjoy the game
that we love together. It’s just
fun to be family on the football field.”
The twins have also always
been competitive, in every
aspect of life.
“There still is sibling rivalry,” Kevin said. “Whether it be
with our girlfriends or with
just playing with the XBox, we
get in big fights all the time. At
my house right now the closet
door is broken because we got
in a fight the other day, but we
get over it pretty quickly. We
are still pretty competitive.”
That competitiveness in
their personal lives also applies
on the field, and it pushes the
twins to be better.
“There is a lot of sibling
rivalry especially on the football field, because up until
this year, we’ve gone headto-head every day,” Kyle said.
“Every time he goes against
me, he comes 100 percent, so
he expects that from me. It’s
a battle every time we line up
from each other.”
Though Andersen expects

SOPHOMORES KEVIN AND KYLE WHIMPEY, pictured here earlier during spring practice, look to make an instant impact on the
offensive and defensive line for the 2011 season. STERLING BOIN photo

the twins to have an instant
impact on the football field,
they both know they will have
their plate full during the summer.
“Coming off my mission,
I’m really noticing throughout spring ball that my leg
strength is pretty weak,” Kevin
said. “I think this summer will
be a big determining factor in
what I can do next year. I need
to really hit my legs, do some

leg endurance and just work
on the technical foot work and
get some things like that. I feel
like if I have a good summer,
and its up to me what I can do,
I feel like I can make an immediate impact.”
According to Andersen, the
twins are headed in the right
direction to make an instant
impact.
“They have very good work
ethic,” Andersen said. “They’re

driven, they’re driven by each
other, but also they are driven
personally. Football is important to them and that’s a good
thing to have. A great deal of
maturity took place over the
two years they were on their
missions, and that’s definitely
a positive for them right now
and it’s helping them move in
the right direction quickly.”
They’re driven to succeed
in three areas and that’s the

three areas that I harp on our
young men to succeed in and
that’s academically to succeed,
socially to succeed and to succeed on the football field. I
think those are three things
these young me truly think
about every single day.”
–ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

Aggie pride, go and catch it
A g g i e
pride.
The View
It is somefrom
thing
you
either catch,
Section F
or you don’t.
It is something that, if
you catch it,
is incredibly
infectious. It is something that, if you
catch it, you want to spread it to everyone
around you. It is something that, if you
catch it, gets so deeply rooted that things
such as reason, common sense or rationality seem to take a back seat to the loyalty
for the Aggies.
Aggie pride is something that spreads
deeper than just athletics, though. Aggie
pride is the entire sense of satisfaction that
comes with life at Utah State University.
Like I said before, you either catch it, or
you don’t. Over the past five years I have
met plenty of people who gave Utah State
a try for a semester or an entire school
year, but left unsatisfied and without that
infectious sense of pride that seems to
capture most of us up here.
Whether we show it through relentless
support of Utah State athletics, involvement in campus activities or just the
overall sense of attachment and territorial
nature of calling this place home, Aggie
pride is everywhere.
This is a sports column though, so as
much as I would encourage everyone to
get involved as much as possible and do
what they can to make Utah State a better
place than they found it, the bigger picture for me, and probably for the nation’s
perception of Utah State, comes through
athletics.
Nothing shows off Aggie pride better
than the single best crowd in the entire
nation that we have at The Spectrum. If
you catch it, it’s going to run rampant.
Along with all that, maybe the most
important thing I can tell people when
it comes to sports is that you get out of
it what you put in. Like most anything in
life, the more you emotionally invest into
something, the more rewarded you will
feel when things really do go your way.
Sure, there will be plenty of losses mixed
in with all the wins, but that’s true to life as
well. I said a while back that the win over
BYU in football last October undoubtedly meant much more and brought much
more joy to the people who had stood
by the team through all the tough times
over the years. Obviously the win was
monumental for everybody stricken with
Aggie pride, but for those few die-hards

Matt Sonnenberg

who really invested themselves, it was
above and beyond just a great day. It was
something unforgettable.
In that same light, imagine how everybody who has sacrificed their vocal cords
for Stew Morrill and company over the
year will feel when USU finally busts
through and makes that deep NCAA
Tournament run we all know we are due
for?
There have been thousands upon thousands of us living and breathing everything Aggie basketball throughout our
college years, enjoying tons of success,
but also the occasional letdowns in that
mix as well. Sure, we might not go winning
national championships, but imagine the
thrill of making a sweet-16 or elite eight in
the big dance one of these years.
What this all comes down to is: Aggie
pride is something you should embrace
100 percent. Don’t just dabble in nerdy
levels of excitement for what goes on at
Utah State, but dive in head-first and go
all out. That’s what I did, and I would not
have had it any other way.
Whether it’s just showing up early and
making noise at every home game or
being the kind of idiot who would start a
game day newsletter and try all sorts of
crazy chants, the rewards will outweigh
any negatives.
If nothing else, sports are the perpetual
answer to the question of what there is to
do in Logan. To me, and plenty others I’m
sure, there is nothing better than throwing on a Game Day shirt, heading out to
a game and screaming your heart out for
our Aggies. Throw in a pre-game meal
and a post-game party with your friends,
and you’ve got yourself a solid evening
out. And with the games themselves being
unpredictable, it’s the much less repetitive.
There is strength in numbers. The more
people who commit to rabid fandom, the
more fun it’ll be for everybody. Not only
that, but the support for our teams reflects
well on the school as a whole.
My time at Utah State has been the
time of my life because of all this and
because of all the people who helped create the atmospheres we’ve created, and to
that, I have nothing else to say but a huge
thank you to everyone!
Go Aggies.

Matt Sonnenberg is a senior majoring in
print journalism. Matt is an avid fan of
Aggie athletics and can be found on the
front row of every home football and
basketball game. He can also be reached
at matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu.

you wake up early,

skip breakfast,

make the long walk
to class,

up hill, both ways,

in the snow,

barefoot,

and get to class
only to find

a paper on the
door saying that

CLASS IS CANCELED?!?
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OurView
Lessons learned:
You spoke, they listened

O

n Monday, the faculty senate was
presented with a revised version of
Common Hour. The changes can be
found in detail elsewhere in this paper but we
wanted to express our appreciation to those
involved in this monumental endeavor.
Altering the fundamental structure of USU’s
scheduling is no easy task. There are many
moving parts and considerations involved. A
few months ago we expressed our support for
the Common Hour with the caveat that twice
a week at noon may not be the perfect fit.
We were not alone in our reticence. Students
and faculty alike voiced their concerns and
they were not only heard, but an impressive
compromise has now been introduced.
We thank the Common Hour planners for
their sincere consideration of student and
faculty concerns. We applaud them for their
dedication to reaching a solution and we
state once again that the goals entrenched in
Common Hour are worthwhile ends to reach
for.
The students are also deserving of applause.
The initial reaction to Common Hour was
overwhelmingly negative but the important
thing is that there was a reaction. Similar to
the way Utahns organized to express their
concerns on HB 477, Aggies were vocal in
their support and opposition of a twice-weekly Common Hour. Whether you agree or disagree with the masses it is inspiring to see so
many individuals take a stand on policy that
affects them.
What’s more, this was not an isolated incident. All year long USU students have taken
an active role in public debate. This year we
saw record voter turnout at our ASUSU elections. We saw public outcry – for good and ill
– following high profile events like B.J. Novak
and The HOWL. At The Statesman we saw an
unusually high number of letters to the editor
and online commenting on our opinion columns. We were able to include a number of
guest columns from members of the student
body and faculty.
It is always tempting to remain silent under
the guise that one voice achieves nothing.
We disagree, we see this year as proof that
the dialogue can take place at USU. Our student leaders and administrators are listening,
eager for the input of the student body. Keep
speaking; our school and our community are
the better for it.

An Aggie Fest for
the rest of us
At the end of any given
The ’Low
school year we have the
opportunity to look back.
Down
Occasionally, one takes the
opportunity to look ahead and
see what can be done better
for the upcoming school year.
I personally want to be a better student. My desires are to
better manage my time and
money and get the most out of my college experience while
still keeping my education the priority. This is a lofty goal, and it
is one that I assume to be sharing with many of you.
These last two weeks will be marked with big events to celebrate a generally successful semester. Last week we witnessed
not one, but two True Aggie nights, the annual blue and white
spring football game, and a very successful Day on the Quad
despite some wind and poor ping pong ball aiming by the sky
divers. This week will favor us with a comedy show Wednesday,
a movie on Old Main hill Thursday night and the main event of
Aggie Fest on Friday. This main event will consist of the much
anticipated – I assume – announcement of the new name for
700 North, followed by a performance by Sean Kingston, yet
another somewhat recognizable name to grace our campus.
On paper, this looks to be one of the better planned events
of the year. Looking back, one of the events that worked the
most was the initial street concert featuring The Red Jumpsuit
Apparatus. While most people ran off after they performed
their singular hit “Face Down,” it was an enormous success as
far as attendance and ease of mobility.
I mention this ease of mobility in contrast to the muchmaligned HOWL – which somehow ranked second for achievement of the year at the Robins awards – as it was nearly impossible to enter the event, and the acoustics for the live bands
rattled the brains of those that were lucky to get in. Naturally
holding an outdoor concert in the street around Halloween
time is impossible, but there are better options.
Of course there were other events that failed to gain traction
with the student body and are generally viewed as failures. BJ
Novak’s name will go down in the history of USU as a hiss and

- See PARTY, page 12
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ForumLetters
Columnist was
out of line
To the editor:
I am writing in response to
what I believe was supposed
to be an opinion piece about
both the common hour and
the moving of a billiards class.
I say supposed to be, because
the author got a little off topic.
Instead of expounding on his
arguments, he decided that it
was a better idea to resort to
insults of those who do not
share his views.
I have noticed that the editor of this paper has allowed
the opinion section to become
a bit too much like an episode of TMZ. The author of
this article also wrote one in
which he blasted the women
of this campus, I believe that
there is no place for that kind
of misogyny in an academic
setting (or anywhere in this
century).
This paper has also been
remiss in discussing the common hour from both sides.
We come to university, not
just to get a degree, but to
become better citizens. Our
time here is spent in developing critical thinking skills, and
improving our understanding
of the world and our place
in it. I have seen many students as well as members
of the community who have
received great benefit from
the lectures that are presented at this campus.
I am a political science
major and English/family
development minor, and have
found guest lecturers to be
beneficial in understanding
my major and minors. These
lectures are put on by professors in every school on campus; our professors believe in
them and want us to attend.
I would like to close by
offering an apology to those
persons who were attacked
at the end of his article. To
those students studying
physical education, athletes,
vegetarians, women and
men who take fitness classes,
smokers, guest lecturers, students and faculty who go to
guest lectures and to members of this man’s faith who
were ill-represented by his
comments. There is no harm
in celebrating and accommodating diversity. On the other
hand, there is great harm in

embracing the idea of majority rule. I am proud of the
diversity on this campus, and
firmly believe that all students
should be as well.
Aaron Timm

Kappa Delta
cares
To the editor:
On behalf of the Child
& Family Support Center, I
would like to thank Kappa
Delta Sorority for planning
and implementing their highly
successful “Shamrock” event.
100 percent of the proceeds
generated from the event are
donated to help prevent child
abuse.
A Shamrock planning
team, lead by Sarah Blakely,
Kappa Delta Vice President
of Community Service,
expanded efforts this year to
include three separate events
including a service auction,
pancake breakfast and carnival.
The Child & Family Support
Center, our local non-profit
child abuse prevention agency is the proud recipient of
80 percent of proceeds from
the event. Prevent Child
Abuse America, founded by
a Kappa Delta, received the
other 20 percent. The Child
& Family Support Center will
use donated funds to help
support our 24-hour crisis
hotline and 24-hour crisis/
respite nursery available to all
parents in our community.
Thank you Kappa Delta
for working to improve the
lives of the children in Cache
Valley. Thank you for making
a difference!
Esterlee Molyneux

Optional final
tests application
To the editor:
There have been concerns
raised recently in The Utah
Statesman about the way we
are preparing our students
for life after graduation.
Some were aimed at a class
I teach that gives students the
opportunity to raise money
for our Small Enterprise
Education and Development
Program or SEED. The Jon M.
Huntsman School of Business

Letters to
the editor •
A public forum
sends students to Africa and
South America where they
give struggling entrepreneurs
the training they will need to
succeed. The students raise
the money that funds small
loans to qualified candidates.
There are various ways to
test students to find out if they
have mastered the basics of a
class. Most are familiar with
the approach that quizzes
students in a multiple-choice
format to see if they can
remember facts or principles
from a textbook. Others test
by asking students to write
essays or work on projects
together.
In my class, when it comes
to the final, I give them a
choice. They can take a
traditional final or they can
demonstrate to me that they
know how to apply the principles they’ve learned in the
class. While some may not be
used to this kind of approach,
at the Huntsman School of
Business we work with a cut
of students who are driven
to apply what they have
learned.
So, in my class, we give
them the option of orchestrating a fundraising campaign
and I tell them that if they
can deliver the results and do
it by applying the principles
they have learned, they can
skip the final. Many students
do opt to take this approach
which only raises the stakes
for all because each group
ends up competing at the
same time for the limited
resources of those who might
contribute. It’s a process that
demands leadership, teamwork, quick-thinking, innovation, reengineering and hard
work.
If they don’t meet the
course requirements, they
won’t be earning an “A,” even
if they found a way to come up
with lots of money. This does
mean, however, that some
students won’t be shading in
little circles come final time. I
have started several successful businesses and I can tell
you that the real testing takes
place once our students enter
the workplace. We don’t see
preparing them for life after
graduation as “cheating a system” but, instead, investing in
our students. They are worth
it.
David Herrmann

Thank you, and goodnight

I
started
the year by
From the
encouraging
Chief
everyone to
take an active
role in gathering information about
the decisions
being made
here at USU and the things the university
and Logan have to offer. I would be remiss
to not reiterate that challenge. Pick up a
Statesman, Herald Journal or one of our
many Utah-based newspapers. Attend a
meeting of ASUSU, the faculty senate or the
board of trustees. Join a club. Or, simply be
curious and ask questions. You can’t always
believe hearsay, nor should you, but all
information starts with a conversation.
With the end approaching, I feel the need
to acknowledge specific individuals and
groups that contributed to wonderful years
at USU. It takes a whole village to raise a
child and in my case, it takes a whole city to
educate a jaded cynic. So, in no particular
order I would like to thank:
Stan Albrecht and James Morales – I
do not mean to imply the other members
of the USU administration are undeserving of thanks, but merely that Albrecht and
Morales are the two I’ve had the pleasure
of working with the most. In every instance,
they have proved approachable, eager to
assist, and sincere in their desire to make a
positive learning environment for students.
Lee’s Marketplace – I’ve lived on 9th
North for the last three years, which gives
Lee’s a proximity advantage. Even without
that, though, I still think I would drive out
of my way to shop there. Lee’s has, in my
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opinion, the best atmosphere and service of
any grocery store in Logan. Plus, they have
great deals and I am not a fan of value cards
and self-checkout lanes, two things Lee’s
does not have.
Cacilda Rego, Carol McNamara and
Nancy Williams – Overall, my experience
with USU faculty has been overwhelmingly
positive. If I could, I would list every professor I’ve ever had but for the sake of brevity
I would like to specifically thank these three
individuals – all from different departments
– for taking a personal interest in my education and creating an open and engaging
learning environment.
Tyler Tolson – for being everything the
president of ASUSU should be. Twice.
Citrus and Sage – for being the best
place to hang out in Logan. It broke my
heart when they closed up shop a few years
ago, but now they’ve reopened better than
ever with a crepery to boot. Not a coffee
drinker? They’ve got steamers and Italian
sodas and a little slice of heaven called The
Pixie, check it out.
John Mortensen and John DeVilbiss
– The Statesman pesters these two gentlemen constantly and every time they are
open and offer great information. Men like
these make my job easy.
S.E. Needham Jewelers – from T-shirts
to athletic schedules, the Needham family
constantly unloads swag on USU students.
Besides that, brothers Gene and Joe are key
members of the Logan Downtown Alliance
– the entity behind events like the Gallery
Art Walk – and just plain classy guys. You
would be hard-pressed to find a family

- See END, page 12
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
Should professors
allow extra credit for
charitable donations?
•

Yes, as long as the
opportunity is open
to every student.
• No, it doesn’t support the class curriculum.
• I don’t really care.
Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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End: We do it all for the readers
-continued from page 10

more integral to Logan City
and their continuous patronage and sponsorship of USU
events – and advertisement
in The Statesman – does
more than we students even
know. Needhams, if the day
ever comes that I con a girl
into marrying me, you’ll be
the first place I stop.
The Bluebird Restaurant
– for a great atmosphere,
with delicious food, in large
portions, at an affordable
cost.
Center Street Grill and
Logan Burger – for making
the best burgers in town.
The White Owl – you’re
not the only bar, but with
the pool tables, deck and
surprisingly full menu you
might as well be.

The Logan Downtown
Alliance – for the work you
do preserving Logan’s historic feel and organizing
great community events.
Aggie Ice Cream – for
being freaking delicious.
Stew Morrill – for making
it so easy to believe that we
will win.
The Statesman readers – I saved the best for
last. We at The Statesman
know in today’s electronic world there are a lot of
things to do with your time.
The “experts” go on and
on about how our generation doesn’t care, doesn’t
read, doesn’t vote, doesn’t
do anything but listen to
Lady Gaga. It’s not true. You
are concerned individuals

who want to know what
is happening. Frankly, you
deserve better than us. I’ll
be the first to admit we
don’t always get it perfect,
or as fast as we should. But I
promise that you are always
on our minds. We strive to
do our best and we are
aware that without you we
would not exist. Thank you,
truly, for reading, and never
stop asking questions.
Benjamin Wood is the editor in chief of The Utah
Statesman, a senior majoring in print journalism and
a generally horrible person. He can be reached at
statesmaneditor@aggiemail.
usu.edu.

Party: Next year is looking good
-continued from page 10

- See FLAGXX, page XXX

a byword, not because of the quality of his act,
but rather due to the unfortunate nature of
the poorly-attended, controversy-lined event.
Having said this, though, I realize that both
of these events are now in the past, never to
be repeated. My hope is that we can learn
from these mistakes, and that our elected and
appointed officials with ASUSU will stand on
the shoulders of their predecessors and gain
from the perfect vision of retrospect.
It seems as though the organizers have
learned a thing or two this year. Aggie Fest
seems to be a reiteration of what worked over
the course of the year with elements of things
that didn’t work notably absent. Gone are the
entry fees for a student-funded event. Gone
are the crowded spaces of the TSC – although
the change of seasons is mostly to thank for
that. There is no better way to send out the
year on a good note than a relative bounty
of performers on Friday, and a classic street
dance party to celebrate the pavement underneath that is now ours.
On the subject of retrospect, it must be
noted that the film to be featured on Old Main
hill is the 1985 Michael J. Fox classic “Back
to the Future.” I will personally be feeling the
large dose of deja vu, as this same film was

featured at an identical event last year. Of the
thousands of suitable movies at our disposal
why would ASUSU decide to screen the same
movie two years in a row? Oh well, we can al
enjoy the catch phrases of this classic film one
more time.
As for the idea of our new ASUSU represen
tatives standing on the shoulders of their pre
decessors, it seems that the new programming
VP Zach Larsen is doing his best to move pas
the controversial year that was. Apparently
they have sent a survey out to students to see
what kind of event they would like to see.
have yet to see it and haven’t heard of anybody
who has, so maybe it should be a little more
widely advertised, like in the school newspa
per.
Here’s to hoping that things change for the
better in the future. Let us support those who
have been elected and appointed to represen
us, but also hold them accountable when they
disappoint. Let’s profit from this last week-and
a-half as a proper prelude to summer.

Tyler Barlow is a sophomore majoring in com
puter engineering. He can be reached at tyler
barlow@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Join Us!
What: USU Vet Seminar
When: Thursday, April 28 @ 1:30 p.m.
Where: ENGR Room 201
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)LQDQFLDO$GYLVRU
 +XPDQ 5HVRXUFHV ,QWHUQ 1R 3D\
FROOHJHFUHGLW
0DUNHWLQJSHUOHDG
)LQDQFLDO$GYLVRU
-DYD3URJUDPPHU
7HFK6XSSRUWKU
3DLQWHU
7HFKQLFDO6DOHV'2(
1DQQ\%DE\VLWWHU
 2XWVLGH 6DOHV 5HSUHVHQWDWLYH 
7HOHSKRQH$JHQW
0DOH&QDKRXU
6DOHV$FFRXQW0DQDJHUKU
 &RRNNLWFKHQ $VVLVWDQW  
5RRP%RDUG
$ODUP7HFKQLFLDQ
$QLPDO+XVEDQGU\'2(
0DUNHWLQJ6DOHV5HSUHVHQWDWLYH

0HGLFDO6XSSO\'HOLYHU\SHUKU
0DUNHWLQJ6DOHV5HSUHVHQWDWLYH

0DUNHWLQJ6DOHV5HSUHVHQWDWLYH

7UXFN'ULYHU3DUW7LPH$QG)XOO7LPH
&DOO
'RRU'RRU6DWHOOLWH7Y6DOHV

)RRG3URGXFWLRQ:RUNHU
6XPPHU-RE&DUQLYDO*DPHV%RRWK
ZHHNO\
 <RXWK &RXQVHORU  SHU KRXU 
ERQXV
 3URJUDPPHU 'HSHQGV RQ H[SHUL
HQFH
&VWU6HUY$VVRFKU



School

Veterinary Medicine

vetmed.usu.edu

"!)*"$&%'
$+
&"'&*"'$%&'

At Armor Storage, 1095 North 600 West, in Logan
Armor
Storage
15
we have a secure, lockdown facility with a wide range of storage options.

Please visit us at ArmorStorageofLogan.com or call 787-2007

TimeOut

Wednesday, April 27, 2011
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All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu

Pearls Before Swine • Steve Pastis

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Synaptic Meltdown •

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price

 &XVWRPHU 6HUYLFH 5HSUHVHQWDWLYH
GULYHU+RXUO\'2(
&DG'UDZLQJQHJRWLDEOH
 0DLQWHQDQFH  GHSHQGLQJ RQ
H[SHU
 &OHDQFKRLFH 6SHFLDOLVW  WR
KRXU
<DUG:RUN
&XVWRPHU6HUYLFH5HS
/DQGVFDSH/DERUHUGRH
:LUHOHVV&RQVXOWDQW
6DOHV$VVRFLDWH
0LV7HFK%2(
&DVKLHUFXVWRPHU6HUYLFH
,QVWUXFWLRQDO'HVLJQHU,QWHUQ
3RUWUDLW6WXGLR3KRWRJUDSKHU'2(
 $SDUWPHQW &OHDQLQJPDLWHQDQFH

%L,QWHUQ
 6WXGHQW $SDUWPHQW &OHDQLQJ 
KRXU
+DQGLSHUVRQ<DUGZRUNHU
*UHHQKRXVH:RUNHU
 *UDYH\DUG &DVKLHUFXVWRPHU 6HU
YLFH
&DVKLHUGRH
6ZLQJVKLIW&DVKLHUFXVWRPHU6HUYLFH
6XPPHU,QWHUQ6DOHV5HSUHVHQWD
WLYH'2(
6HDUFK(QJLQH(YDOXDWRU
 %DE\VLWWHU )RU   0RQWK 2OG %R\
GD\
&QF0DFKLQLVW
4XDOLW\&RQWURO,QVSHFWRU
 VRIWZDUH 4XDOLW\$VVXUDQFH,QWHUQ
/DZQ&DUH&UHZ'2(

3DUWV&RXQWHU&OHUN1HJ
/HJDO6HFUHWDU\'2(
 ,QIRUPDWLRQ 7HFKQRORJ\ ,QVWUXFWRU
'2(
5HFUHDWLRQ$GYLVRU'2(
6DS6DOHV'DWD(QWU\7%'
&DPSXV6DIHW\2IILFHU'2(
)ORUDO'HVLJQHU7R%H'LVFXVVHG
3DUW7LPH%DE\VLWWHU
<DUG:RUNKU
1DQQ\EDE\VLWWHUVHHGHVFULSWLRQ
<DUG:RUN$QG2GG-REVKRXU
 )LUH 6DIHW\ &RQVXOWDQW 3UHVHQWHU
6DOHV&RPPLVVLRQ
3HUVRQDO$LGH
3HUVRQDO$LGH
+(/3:$17('
Help
Wanted
(DUQ([WUD0RQH\
6WXGHQWVQHHGHG$6$3
(DUQXSWRSHUGD\EHLQJD0\VWHU\
6KRSSHU
1R([SHULHQFH5HTXLUHG
&DOO
(DUQ  D PRQWK WR GULYH RXU
EUDQG QHZ FDUV ZLWK DGV SODFHG RQ
WKHPZZZ$G&DU'ULYHUFRP
0,6&)256$/(
Misc.
4 Sale
&OHDQ8SGDWHG%HGURRP&RQGR
%HDXWLIXO1LFH2SHQ/D\RXW )ORRU3ODQ
*UHDW0DVWHU%DWKV1LFH%DFN3D

WLR Z DFFHVV WR FRPPRQ DUHD RXWVLGH
VWRUDJHVKHG(QG8QLW$OODSSOLDQFHV
(DV\WRVKRZ0DLQ)ORRU/DXQGU\1HZ
3DLQW)ORRULQJ*UHDWSODFHIRUVWXGHQWV
RU FRXSOH &RQGR /LYLQJ &RQYHQLHQFH
1RUHSDLUV1R0DLQWHQDQFH1R6KRY
HOLQJ 1R \DUG ZRUN &DOO 3DWLHQFH DW
%RQQHYLOOH 5HDOW\  (PDLO
SDWLHQFHILVKHU#JPDLOFRP
$3$570(176)255(17
Apartments
6LJQXSQRZ%URRNODQH$SDUWPHQWVRQO\
 VXPPHU FRQWUDFW GLVFRXQW 66<
FRQWUDFW SULYDWH EGUPV GLVKZDVKHU
VHOIFOHDQLQJRYHQV&ORVHWR868VWD
GLXPDQGVSHFWUXP&RPHVHHDW(
1RUFDOO
&$0%5,'*(&2857$3$570(176
:H KDYH LW DOO 1RZ ILOOLQJ IRU )DOO )5((
+($70DQDJHPHQW6SRQVRUHG6RFLDOV
,QGRRU3RRO +RWWXE6XQGHFNZ%%4
JULOOV 6RFLDO &HQWHU 1LFH &RXUW\DUG
6HWWLQJ -XVW  EORFNV IURP &DPSXV
&DOORURUYLVLWXVDW
ZZZFDPEULGJHFRXUWQHW
6725$*(
Storage
0RYLQJ"1HHG6WRUDJH"
6WRUDJH 8QLWV VWDUWLQJ DW  SHU PRQWK
9LVLW ZZZ &DFKH9DOOH\6WRUDJHFRP RU
FDOOIRUPRUHLQIR

b.luke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Wednesday

No test week

April 16
Today is Wednesday,
April 27, 2011. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Emily
Flinders, a senior majoring in public relations
from Kamas, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History:
On this day in 4977
B.C., the universe is
created, according to
German mathematician and astronomer
Johannes Kepler,
considered a founder
of modern science.
Kepler is best known
for his theories
explaining the motion
of planets

Weather
High: 53° Low: 35°
Skies: Mostly sunny.

- No Test Week
- Interior Design Seniro Exhibit, Tippetts,
10-4 p.m.
- Free online Webinar, 12 p.m.
- Willow Planting Event, Swaner EcoCenter,
12:30 p.m.
- Meditation Club, TSC, 1:30 p.m.
- Presentation on Haiti, 2:30 p.m.
- Math Anxiety Workshop, 3:30 p.m.
- Interior Design Speaker, Performance
Hall, 4 p.m.
- Mexico Service Trip Meeting, 5:30 p.m.
- Music Theater West Auditions for Annie,
6 p.m.
- Reuse, Reduce, Recycle Auction, 6 p.m.
- Comedy Show by Pete Lee, TSC Ballroom

Thursday

April 17
- Design and Deliver Presentation,
EDUC 282, 12 p.m.
- Veterinarian Seminar, ENGR, 1:30
p.m.
- CIL Short Course, ESLC Auditorium,
5:30 p.m.
- Movie: Back to the Future, Old Main
Hill, 7 p.m.
- Big Band Swing Club, HPER 215, 7
p.m.
- Winnie the Pooh, Caine Lyric
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
- AIS Student Chapter Closing Social,
Fun Park, 8 p.m.
- Social Dance, FAC 104, 8-11 p.m.

Friday

April 18
- AGGIE FEST (end of year bash), all
day
- I am USU Graphic Design BFA
Exhibition, 6-9 p.m.
- Street Dance! 9:45 p.m.
- Sean Kingston concert, 8:30 p.m.

You need to know....

The Registrar’s Office would like
to remind everyone that Aril 2529 is no test week. April 29 is the
tuition and fee payment deadline
for summer 2011 session. May
2-6 is finals week and May 6-7
is Commencement. Also tuition
and fee deadline for summer
2011 season for on-line classes is
May 6.

Join Stokes Nature Center
and Jim Hubbell of the Master
Gardeners for a free Fruit Tree
Pruning Workshop at 2 p.m. on
April 30, at SNC’s property in Nibley
(2600 S 100 W). Participants will
learn the basics of pruning and practice on a dozen fruit trees (apple,
peach, plum and pear). For more
information, call 435-755-3239 or
visit www.logannature.org.
Applications for Undergraduate
Come to the Symphony
Research Scholar Transcript desigOrchestra Concerto Evening
nations due on April 27. Information
April 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the Kent and form at this site: http://research.
Concert Hall. Tickets are $8 gen- usu.edu/undergrad/htm/awardseral admission and free for USU recognition/transcript-designation.
students w/ID.
Music Theatre West is holding
auditions for their September production of Annie on April 27 (for
Aggie Special Olympics will be
the role of Annie and the orphans)
hosting their annual games April and 28 (for all other roles). Prepare a
30. Come support your local
one-minute song and come dressed
heroes as they battle for gold.
to dance! Auditions begin at 6 p.m.
both evenings. For more info visit
musictheatrewest.org.
Tickets are available for Stokes
Come to Winnie the Pooh at
Nature Center’s fundraiser hon- 7:30 p.m. April 28-30 with a 2 p.m.
oring former board members
matinee on April 30 at the Caine
Chris Sands & Barbara Farris,
Lyric Theatre in Logan. Tickets are
held on April 29 at 6:30 p.m. at
$10 for adults and $3 for youth 3-13.
The Italian Place. There will be
On Saturday, April 30, the Logan
appetizers, music, a raffle and
University 7th stake will be hostother opportunities to contribute ing a community garage sale at
to SNC’s school and community Lee’s Marketplace in Logan (600
nature education programs.
East 1400 North) from 7 a.m. to
Tickets are $40 and can be pur- 12 p.m. All money raised will go
chased by calling 435-755-3239 toward the Church of Jesus Christ
or online at www.logannature.
of Latter-day Saint’s humanitarian
org.
fund to support the victims of the
Japan Earthquake and Tsunami.
Donations are accepted the week
Come to Mexico this summer!
before the event at the church at
We build houses for the poor,
1490 North 400 East from 5-9 p.m.
stay in a secure location, eat
and the morning of the event, or
amazing home-made Mexican
the morning of the event, before it
food, and car-pool down
begins. Everyone is encouraged to
together. Cost for students, just
come donate items and/or purchase
$275+gas and non-students
items at the garage sale.
$475+gas. No experience necCome enjoy A Choral Concert
essary, come join in the fun!
April 29 at 7:30 p.m. in the USU
Information meeting April 27
Performance Hall. Tickets are $8
at 5:30 in the hub. Dates of the
general admission and free for USU
trips are May 7-15, June 11-18,
students w/ID.
July 9-18, Aug.6-13. For more
information email at charityanywhereusu@gmail.com

Concerto Evening

Special Olympics

Strange Brew•Peter Deering

Stokes fundraiser

Mexico

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

PARTY

Business

in

in

BUY
BACK

FRONT

Stadium Drive-thru
April 29-May 6
9:00-4:00

Deep End•tyson.cole@aggiemail

TSC
April 28-May6
8:00-5:00

Library/Old Main
May 2-5
9:00-4:00

